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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

HOIE1NSVILLE,

HiIST1AN COUNTY

KENTUCKY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1903
VOLUME VEM.1V, NO 8

_A-

THEOLD REPINE

C

111 AT CAPITAL till BURIED HERE NOVELIST IS DEAD ALL ARE INVITED

( eZ4)WZ*Z
4 .)•
Don't Be Fooled

-

MRS.NATION FIRED FROM
WHITE HOUSE.

•

TIMOTHY LOVE DIED AT HENRY SEAToN MERRI• TO
ATTEND COVERNOR'S
SLAUGHTERSVILLE.
MAN IS NO MORE.
INAUGURATION

,4?
Into Buying
Cheap Harness

She Is Put Out of Senate and Father Formerly Pastor of Priest In a
Duels—Cattle at Half rare
Rate Over the
WindsiUp at Police
the Methodist Church
Lakeland Have
1
State Has Been Se.-z1biar Stations. 1.
at Lafayettte.,
f_6,61,"*Arsilt
cured.
--;

•

Get
GOOD
Leather

(Spessiai to New Era.)
(From Thursday's Daily.)
(Special to lokeir Era.)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 19.—Mrs. Mr Timothy Love died
The executive coe.mitte of the
at the
LON DON, Eng., Nov.. 19.—Hugh
01427 Nation entered the White borne of his father,Rev.
GI. W.Love, S. Scott, better known by his pseu- Frankfort sit's**. 'be have in
House this marning And demanded pastor of the Methodist church
charge irreparatiohs
in donym of Henry Seton Merrim
the cereTHEREIS NOSIASTITIITE to see the president. When refused,
an,anSlanghtersville, Tuesday of con- thor
monie
s
inaugu
rating Governor Beckof "Roden' Corner", "With
she raised sucks,fuss she was escort- sumption. The body arrived here
ham
into
office
for another four
Edged Tools","In Kedar'is Tents",
ed shouting from the grounds. Later this morning at 6 o'clock over the
In your harness and your mone
etc., died here today of appendicitis year term have issued an open inviy's
on she was ejected from the senate
& N. and Was taken directly to of
tation to all Kentuckians to be the
a week's illness.
wort
h.
galleries for standing up and yelling the Meth° iist church where short
guests of the people of the state capa
(From Thursday's Daily.)
a diatribe against saloons. She final- service conducted by Rev. E. L.
Cheap harness is dear at any price.
ital on that occasion, Tuesday, DoThe trial of young Anson Huggins,
Priest Shot.
ly made herself such a nuisance Southgate was held at o'clock. Incombs'8 next.
8
(seecial to New Era)
a sergeant of Co. D., for leaving the
We know what ii best for you and
about the capitol that she was arrest- terment took place in Hopewell
The invitation reads:
DENVER,Col., Nov. 19.—Father
West Point encampment without
ed and taken to police headquarters. cemetery.
if you will call and see our
Office Executive Committee of InFelix Lepree, a Catholic priest, and
permission -nay take place in this
large
The deceased Was twenty-foar a Joseph Sorcie, of
city this afternoon. Today was orig- Today'sChIcago
Pittsburg, had a augural Ceremonies-Frankfort, Ky.,
stIck of Hand-Made Harness, Briinally set for the assembling of the Corrected by A. to. Boales, Brokers years of age and was a deservedly aiuel in the former's appartrnents Nov. 18. 1903.—To the Citizens of
dles, Check Reins, Hip Straps and
popular young man. He lived with over a card
courtmartial and, as an order chang- Wheat—
Open Close
game and both were Kentucky: The inauguration of
his parsnts at Lafayette several wounded, probab
C. W.Beckham as Governor of Ken1 794 79
ing the time to next Tuesday a ae Dec.
ly fatally.
Breeching you will see that we have
May
1 78% 784 years ago when his father was pastucky for the ensuing term wili take
Improperly drawn, the trial may be
Corn—
not tried to fool you. Our trade has
place at Frankfort. Ky., on Tuesday,
Cattle Affected.
proceeded with. Capt. H H. Den- Dec........
I 42% 42% tor of the Methodist church there.
(Special to New Era)
1 42% 41ii While the family lived there a
December 8, 1928. Committees of
bardt, commanding Co. A, of Bovri- May
been large and we intend to make it
Oats—
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 19 —A citizens of Frankfort have been -apdaughter died and was buried here.
ing Green; Capt. A. T. Welch, of Dec
1 P43i 843,1
larger by giving you your money's
1 36% 66h A number of sorrowing friends from careful examination today showed pointed, and it is the intention of the
Franklin; and Capt. Walter Powers, May
11110111111,
Slaugktersville accompanied the that of sixty cattle at Lakeland Asy- people at Frankfort to make this day
Perk—
commanding Co. E, of Madisonville-,
worth in anything you buy, Dora
Jan
Ill52I1l52 body to this city.
lum,46 per cent were affected with worthy of the occasion, It is therearrived in the city Ole morniog. May
$11 65 1 11 67
turberculosis. They will he killed. fore desired that the people of Ken-,
fail to price our goods for we will
Captain G. Talbot Berry, comWatkins Caught.
qr PERSONAL qt
tucky shall unite in the ceremonies
manding Co. B, of Morganfield,
save you money.
incident, and this committee, on bi will coma to tfopkinsville on the I.
Webber Watkins, colored, was arLap Robes and Buggies are way
Miss Martha Hendricks and Miss
half of the people of Frankfurt. ;orC. train at 3:30 this afternoon. Capt.
rested Tuesday night by Officers Dora Wartieki have returned from a
dishy invite every one who can
down. Come and see.
Denhardt is city prosecuting attorney
Booth Morris and W. H. Nixon. He delightful trip to Hopkinsville and
possibly do au to visit Frankfort on
of Bowling Greed, and part owner of
Madisouville, and Miss Hendricks
is charged with being the accomplice
that day and participate, and let. us
the Park Ciiy Times-Journal. Capt.
will return borne this morning to
of Chess Cave, who, it is alleged,
Washiu
gton.-Clark
all
POPU
as lovers of our good old state,
aville
LAR CADIZ COUPLE
T m es Powers is a Philippine veteran, and broke into a tobacco warehouse and
Journa
l.
say God speed to him whom the
Capt. Welch, who has succeeded stole the brass fittings of an engine.
ARE MARRIED.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Hisgen have repeople have selected as their chief
LiJut. Cornelius O'Connell, of Rusturned
Meet
Nashv
from
at
s
Evansv
ille.
ille.
executive for the next four years. sellville, on the courtmartial, is a
Miss Grace Wood will go over to
soldier of experience. Capt. Berry
Large Reception Follows at No individual invitations will be exThe next Coilledirate reunion will
Clarks
ville
this
evenin
g
visit
to
Mimi
tended to.) persons to attend the Ili-Is county attorney of Union county. be held in Nashville.
Home of the Bride.—
Annie Buckner.
augural ceremonies. The committee
He will serve as judge advocate.
Nupti
als
Mrs.
Charle
Note
s
s.
Willi
am
Simral
l,
of
in
charge of the affair have secured
Attorney John Feland, representCovington, is visiting her father, the
a half-fare rate on all railroads in
ing Sergeant Huggins,. will make an
}THE OLD ROCK SPRIN,C. Rev. E. L.Southgate.
the state, and are making the most
effort to have tbo trial postponed.
I
Mesdames W. R. Howell, E. B. Mr. John Preston White and
BY S. C. MERCER.
Miss elaborate proparations ever made
Long, George Kolb, R. C. Hardwick, Martha
Grace Burnett,a popular Ca- for an Liauguration
Died at Asylum.
. Ample ac-1
Miss Kate Quick and Mr. Stanley
diz couple who have many friends
commodations can be insured all
(These verses have
since be- Long have returned from Cadiz,
Mrs. Melinda Holland died Wed- come establishedifavorilong
tes with peo- where they attended the Burnett- here, were joined in matrimony Wed- who attend.
nesday of acute dementia, at the ple in all walks Ohre; and they have White nuptials.
nesday night at the bride's home
beeu republished in various collecWestern Kentucky Asylum for the tions of American poetry
.)
Mrs. G. H. Johnson, of Henderson, in Cadiz. Mr. Stanley Long, of tf;ta
Disastrous Wrecks.
Insane. She was advanced in age.
is visiting the family of J. Guy Dun- city, Was the best man; Miss Addle
Carelessness is responsible for
Lib weiss nicht was soil es bedeuten
The body was shipped to Murray for
Doss Ich so trauwitt bin.—Heinrich can. Mr. Duncan and little son are Lee Thompson,maid of honor; Misses many a railway wreck and tbe same
still very sick with fever.
burial.
Heine.
Kate Quickf of this city, and Mary causes are making human wrecks of
sufferers from throat and lung trouDr. and Mrs. Andrew Sargent have White and Mary Louise
Terry, bles. But since the adven
(The "Old Rock Spring," so useful
t of Dr.
District Association.
brideinaids. Atlases bemarie Drifoos King's
to the pioneers of Hopkinsville in returned from Chicago.
New
Discov
ery
for
consir
inp1790-and many years later, now pours
and Mary Jagoe were ribbon bearers. tion, coughs and colds, even the
throug
h an iron hydrant at the IlliThe Second Congressional District
Comes to Hopkinsville.: The wedding march
nois Central depot. Princeton, Lexwas played hy worst cases can be cured, and hopeEducational Aksociation will meet at ington and all other pioneer towns
Mrs. R. C. Hardwick, of this city. less resignation is Do longer necesMr. R. E. Douglas has moved with
Madisonville on Friday, the 27th day In Kentucky, have their "Old Rock
sary. Mrs. Lois Cragg of DorchesSprings.")
Following the wedding a handsome
ter, Mass., is one of many whose life
his family from Paducah to this city
of this mouth, Willi be in session
reception:was given at the residence .was saved
by Dr. King's New Disand he will make Hopkinsville his
two days. The program, which is a
I know not what of sadness strange
4'f the bride's parents,
Col. said Mrs. covery. This great remedy 'is guarheadquarters as general agent for the
most excellent one, appeared in a reComes over my sent today,
R. A. Burnett7 after which the happy anteed for all throat and lung discent issue of the New Era. A rate As I think of Time's unceasing International Harvester company,
couple left on an extensive wedding eases by L. L. Elgin and Cook & U igchange
,
the
corporation which controls all the
of one and 'Ale-third fare for the
gins, druggists. Price 60e and $1.00.
trip.
And the friends he has snatched leading harves
Trial
bottles free.
round trip frem Hopkiusville is anters on the market.
away;
Mr.
Douglas , will have Christian,
nounced. It is hoped that a large
8isk4lendley.
Or else age turns those locks to gray, Trigg and Lyou
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
counties as his ternumber of Christian county teachers
Mr.
Albert
.1Sisk and Miss M. Ada
Which were darJr.--as the raven's ritory.
cough
caused by attack of la grippe
will attend.
Pendle
y,
of
Crofto
wing,
n,
were
marrie
••111.d It heals the lungs.
.
'Will Sell
4111a.
Of the girl and boys who used to play
Wednesday night at the home of the
In marked contrast to the great
Around the Old Rock Spring.
bride near that place. The ceremony
No Coed to Come.
number of patent medicines, curewas pronounced by the Rev. P. A.
ails and secret preparations is Wal- Strange voices echo from its depths,
The fact that some prominent perChattancoga Times (editorial)
The
chime
of
a
far
church
bell,
thee*
Peptonised- Port.
Thomas,.
/
son
has
signed
an
agreement is no
We cannot see any good to eolne
•
Tbie preparation claims no magic A sweet soprano's melody,
reason
why
yon
should
do
likewi
so'
se.
partin
A
friend
g
's farewell;
virtues, has no mysterious composifrom granting another telepTiZio
Actual weight one pound
Contracts may contain adroitly
Buckberry-Faulkner.
tion and does not presume upon the And phantoms rise frow its clear
franch
ise
this
in
city.
Chatt
anooz
•
a
worded clauses which later on prove
And two ounce to the garment,
Mr. William Buck berry, conductor
witives,
intelligence of the people by pretend-'
burde
too
is
nsome
small
teleph
two
and
for
expens
one
comive.
A
1111114 on the Princeton accom
Pale brides with wreath and ring,
lug to be a sovereign cure for all the
modation,
once sigeed a petition presented by
Then
vanish
like
the
bubble
Ills to which the fish is heir.
s that
and Miss Susie Bell Faulkner, of panies, and if we have another come
friends, requesting that he be hung.
break
pony it will simply compel our peoWalther'. Peptoeised Port comes
FOR
39c EACH
Consul
t your lawyer before signing Gracey, Ky., were united in marriage
IP as a common sense tonic, composed On the face of the Old Rock Spring.
have
ple
two
to
phones instead of
teantracts, but it Wheat not to sign Sundey afternoon at the. residence of
of two well known remedies—port Why die the beautiful, the strong?
Moreo
one.
ver,
thinking man
any
them at all.
Mr. Lewis Watt, on the Southside.
wine and pepsin, about the efficacy
Why dogs the great oak fall?
OR 75 CENTS A
The cerewony was performed by Rev. knows it is an utter impossibithy
of which there is no question. Aii- Why fades the rose? these fleeting
Come quick ai they will not la.t long at this price.
Not a sick Day Since.
..frderson & FuVar3C Alla J. 0. Cook.
Thornton and was witnessed only by for two telephone companies to live
drops
"I was taken severely sick with
in so small a community and when
druggists. sell Walther's Peptonized
Of water outlive. them all;
kidney
trouble. I tried all sorts of a few friends.—Clarksville Lea fPort.
one
rival starves out the other peoSnow,rain or cloud,around the world
medicines, none of which relieved Chronicle.
Small size 50 cents, large size $1.
They sweep on tireless wing,
ple will have to reimburse the surme. One day I saw an ad. of your
Then fall like Mother Nature's tears
vivor for all expense entailed in the
Electric Bitters and determined to
THIN PEOPLE
On the breast of the Old Rook Spring.
try that. After taking a few doses I
starvinff out process. It was a great
Men's good all wool
Men's Outing Cloth
"How soon we are forgotten, clean, felt relieved, and soon thereafter
mistak
ever
e
hay
to
telegiven
any
want to get fat and fat people
fiulim g Grey UnsbearThe fact that some r rominent perNig)..t Shirts,
When we are gone!" qeoth Rip;
was entirely cured, and have not
phone
compa
&perpe
franch
ny
ise
tual
son
has
signed
an
ed Jean Pants.
agreement is no
want to get thin—human We perish, and the stream of death seen a sick day since. Neighbors of
reason
why
but
it
too
is
late
you
remed
to
that
y
should
now.
do
likewi
se.
mine have ;been cured of rheuma.--Engulfs the proudest ship;
nature. If you are fat don't
tism, neuralgia, liver and kidney Contracts may: contain adroitly It is far better to regulate what .we
Gone I—like a faded, broken plume
take Scott's Emulsion. It
troubles and general debility." This worded clauses which later op prove have and make it pay liberally for
Dropped from an eagle's wing,
will make you gain flesh. If Or pebbles tossed by !portly() child Is what B. F. Bass, of Fremont, N., burdensome and expensite. A man its privileges than invite new troub'e I
A full stock of Men's and Boy's Un lerwear, Union
C., writes. Only 60c at Cook & Hig- once signed a petition presented by and disast
In
the
waves
of
the
Old
Rock
Spring
.
er by mu•tiplying the evil.
you are thin Scott's Emulfriends, requesting that he be hung.
Su ts, Sweaters and Wright's best quality "Health
gins and L. L. Elgin, druggists.
Some
in
silenc
Consul
and
e
some in strife,
t your lawyer before signing
Underwear. Buy now before the sizes are broken.
sion is just what you need.
•
Friends, passed to the dim Uncontracts, but it is beat not to sign
Telephone Wooldridge & Co., and
A big lot of Country Knit Wool Sox now on hand.
It is one of the greatest
known,
them at all
try a load of "Daniel Boone" coal
.
11.•
i
esh
m producers known. Not In manhood's prime or the morn of
before laying in winter supply You
life,
will
use no other.
eodtf
fact
The
that some prominent perte porary gains but healthy,
And I am left alone.
son has signed an agreement is no
-Aid
flesh that will fill out In vain do I essay a song
P
,-1
reason why you should do likewise.
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarOn a harp with broken string,
#
the body where it is needed.
Contracts may contain adroitly
ly adapted for asthtna,bronchitis and
While the hot tears trickle down my
vWHITE'SIj
EAM
E
Iworded clauses which laler on prove
The marriage of Annie Laurie and noarseness.'
There's nothing better than
cheek
burdensome and expensive. A man
Robin Adair to be given at Bethel
Scott's Emulsion for weak- In the depths of the Old Rock Spring. once signed a petition presented
DeWitt's= Savo
X'AS to Quactitzr. — Basin Quality.
by Femal Colleg
e
e
Friday
evenin
g,
Nov.
INF Pales, Burns,Sort' I.
friends requesting that he be hung.
• • 31-7" z• W:••
ness and wasting.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no Consul
:0:se
t your lawyer before signiog 20, will consist of about thirty old
Co IA M.) 'sir IL XiIa 3:0X7t- 7ea.e3rX1111TIS.
opiates and can safely be given to contra
Well mad yea a aumplekfree spas request
cts, but it it is best not to sign sangs, choruses and duets, with the
JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
Latham Hotel for white barbers, Prepared by------oak
SCOTT & 5QVZ,09 Pearl Street. New Val. children.
them all.
addition of an orchestra.
all work up-to-date.
d&w im
Sold by

for

SERGEANT 11116CINS

BURNETT-WHITE.

M
(V

FA Yost&Co

.)

207, S. Main Street.

(
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N
N

4/

Ne44,Z•"WZZ Z• •ZN ----

Wintry
Cold Weather
Means Heavy
.....Weight Clothing

Friday and Saturday

-BUSY STORE

BEWARE OF CONTRAGTS

MEN'S HEAVY FLEECED
UNDERSHIRTS and DRAWERS

sum

BEWARE OF CONTRACTS

50c

98c

Only 50c.

Only 98c.

BEWARE OF CONTRACTS

OLD SONG NIGHT.

WORMS!

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.

A.rxdt4rson Mt Fowler.

•
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•••••
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HOMER
D.
WARD
TOBACCO
PREMIUM CONTEST
OFFICERS ELECTED TASTES IN
FOUND GUILTY.
AT

NATIONAL

OF W.C. T. U.

FERENT NATIONS-

Cood.

AND ELSEWHERE.

Former Superintendent of Odd Fellows
Home Committed a Dreadful Crime.

The Origin ofthe Order—Has The Germans Use the KenAccomplished Much
tucky Leaf Almost
Exclusively.

The Right Place

CREATES INTEREST HERE

MEETINC DIFFER AMONC THE DIP

TO BUY

Kentucky New Era's Draw(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE.Tenn.,Nov.17.—
At nine o'clock this morning in the
criminal court, Judge C. W.Tyler
presiding, the jury in the case against
Homer D. Ward returned a verdict
finding the defendant guilty. Ward
was charged with having criminally
assaulted Susie George, a little girl
who was an inmate of the Odd Fel-

4

ing Will Take Place on

lows home of which he, at tbat time
was superintendent. Ward left here
Fhortly after committing the crime
and trey months afterwards arrested
In a Western mining town and
brought back for trial. It has been
one of the most hotly contested legal
battles in the history of the county.
Sentence will be pronounced by
Judge Tyler.

Dec.29

Now that the election is over and
It is a peculiar fact that no two
The W.CT. U.couvention, in sesthe excitement incident to that pesion at Cincionati yesterday, re- countries import the same sorts of
riod has subsided, the • New Era's,
govor
regie,
elected Mrs. Lillian Stevens presi- tobacco. The French
premium contest is drawing the. atdent. Mrs. L. M. D. Fry was re- ernment, tobacco department takes
tention of the citizens of this section
elected recording secretary, a large several different kinds of tobacco
more and more each day.
vote being oast for Mrs. Frances E. from the United States, their total
Naturally those who were already
subscribers were the first to see the
yearly import being about thirtyBeauchamp, of Lexington, Ky.
notice of the contest aa it wail plibe
The union is the crystalized effort five million pounds. But two things
liehed
in the Daily awl- Weekly
of the women's crusade of 1873-14 they insist upon—that the item shalL
editions for several iStitica before the
and was organized iu Cleveland,0, be free from mold and the leaf loose
office force could find tittle to mail
enough to open freely.
November 18, 1874.
out circulars on account of the election rush. Last week, however, a
Piebald, or cherry-red, leaves are
It is organized by states, counties
large number of circulars were sent
and local ueious. Every state and the German favorites, says Stray
out particular pains being taken that
territory in the United States has a Stories. The German tobacco mannone should go to persens who were
Frightful
Tale
of
Loss
of
Life
In
The
A
Most
state or territorial urion, including ufacturers like a heavy,gummy leaf,
already getting the paper, and alCape Verde Islands.
Alaska, Hawaii and a beginning in and they prepare this by treating it
though only a few days have elapsed
the
trade
in
termed
are
what
they were mailed the response
thousand
with
since
Ten
the Philippine islands.
been
most gratifying and is con
has
"sweet sauces." This makes tbe
towns have local unins.
(Special to New Era.)
currecl in the Island of Santiago alone stantiy on the increase. Those who
Twenty-five national organizers, leaf black. Most of the leaf the GerNEW BEDFORD, Mame, Nov. 17. and the present death rate is given at are in arreare, either on the Daily or
fourteen national lecturers and twen- mans buy comes from Kentroky Mid
Weekly, are coming in and paying
—Letters received here from the thirty to thirty-five per day.
ty-one national evangelists are con- Tennessee. Quantities of "spangled"
up and extending the subscription in
The Portugese government has advance in order to get as many
Cape Verde Islands tell a frightful
stantly in the field, besides those of tobacco are also imported into Germany. This is a pretty yellow leaf, tale of loss of life in thee islands as a taken no steps for the relief of the chances as possible in the contest.
the several states and territories.
stricken population and all outside Those who are not now taking the
Through Miss Francis Willard, its with red spangles. Much of this result of famine.
Since last March, when the famine aid has come from the board of trade paper and who have heard of the
late president, the national was in- spangled tObaCCO is imported into
great offer, are making haste to substrumental in organizing the World's Bremen, where it, is repacked in begau, ten thousand deaths have 0.03-• of Lisbon.
scribe aue get their names in the
Woman's Christian Tern per a nee lighter casks and sent on to Russia.
wheel.
all
possess
Austria
and
Spain
fiftyItaly,
There are twenty-five premiums
includes
union, which now
which will be given away on Dec.
eight different countries and 600,000 government Monopolies of tobacco,
211th.,
and every 60e paid on subscripmembers, with a net gain of 600 new but in each ease their requianions
tion, either to the Daily or Weekly,
members in six states during the are quite different. Italy likes a
and whether on arrears or paid in
very long leaf, as much as twentyyear ending October, 1903.
advance subscription, entitles such
The National Woman's Christian six inches in length, of delicate fiber
person to a chance in the contest.
Temperance union is now the largest and dark-broWn color. It must be
Every one should have at least one
-single society in the world composed elastic and strong. Italy uses a large
Body of Unknown White Man That Had Been Eaten by chance, and as many more as possiexclusively of women and conducted quantity of very coarse Hungarian
ble. Don't fail to read lite big adHogs.—No Clue to Identity or Cause of Death Found.
entirely by them. It has received tobacco.
vertisement, which gives full particAustria idea manufactures much of
and distributed over $400,000 during
ulars and a list of the twenty-five
her
Hungarian
leaf,
but
the
cheap
premiums, in tomorrow's paper. It
the poet year. Its active and honorshoes
on
the
carrier
shabby,
were
no
Coyner,
there
E.
F.
Tueeday
as
will interest you.
and
cigars
are
made
choicer
fully
300,numbers
brands
ary membership
feet
roiled
up
on
his
and
the
were
2,
was
trousers
route
No.
R.
F.
D.
on
000, with a following of at least 600,- of very good American tobaceo. This
Moore-Humphrles.
made a gruesome half way to the knee. Tbe hogs had
OJO. It originated the ides. of scien- is of firm texture and beautifully regular round he
passing along nearly entirely destroyed the featific temperance in the public schools glossy. Spain, not being one of the discovery. He was
p and Miss
Mr. Robert Bruce Moore
place tures and bad torn open the etoinaab. (ma
and secured mandatory laws in every richest of countries, purchases cheap through some woods near the
Humphries were married at
about a mile and It seemed that the man had attempt- the home of the bride in Pembroke
state and a federal law governing the tobacco. A nondescript leaf of light bf Frank Chilton,
on the road ed to crawl under some rails which Wednesday night at 8 o'clock, the
Pembroke
District of Columbia, the territories type is largely bought, and is not cut, a half from
his had been laid up against a stump, ceremony being pronounced by the
and all Indian and military schools but powdered. It burns very quick- from Fairview to that placem ben
Rev. A. D. Litchfield. Both the
ly, and is hot to the tongue. Black, attention was called by a Mr.Dossett and it is supposed he was trying to
supported by the government.
contracting parties belong to promiUnder these laws sixteen million fat and heavy tobaccos suit the to some hogs which seemed to be get shelter from the rain which° fell
nothing nent families of Pembroke and each
children in the public scho...ls receive Dutchman ;1)1,4 the Netherlands buys tearing an object in the woods near Monday night. There was
is very popular.
instruction as to the nature and ef- a certain ameunt of what is known the roadside. The gentlemen dis- found which,gave any clue to the
dead man or the
fects of alcohol and narcotics on the "Dutch saucer," a fine cigar wrapper mounted and went over to investi- indeutity of the
body was
of a silky type, which is used for gate and found the body of • white manner of his death. The
.uman system.
where the-coroThe W.C. T. U. has been the chief making Dutch cigars. Going further man who had seemingly been dead carried to Pembroke
factor in state campaigns for statuto- north, there are Denmark, Norway for some time. The clothing was ner held an inquest..
ry prohibition,constitutional amend- and Sweden ;all with very similar
ments, reforms in general and those tastes. Healey tobaccos, cured by
for the protection of women and fire, are their favorites; and these
children and in securing anti-gam- Leaves, before being manufactured,
bling and anti-cigarette laws.
are dipped in sweet mixtures of licIt has been inetrumental in raising quorice and sugar.
the age of protection for girls in every
Officers Re-elected.
state but two. The age is uow eighCourtmartlal Will Try the Oase.—Popular Young Man and
teen years in thirteen states, sixteen
At a meeting of the board of direcLieutenant of College Cadets.
years in nineteen states and twelve tors of the P:anters'
Hardware Co.,
to fifteen years in the other states.
The :general menu:tartlet which the surgeon, he came home. The
held Monday officers were re-elected
secured
in
Curfew laws have been
for the ensuing year as follows: will be held in this city Tuesday, court will elect as to whether to try
cities.
towns
and
four bundred
President, Dr. J. A. Southall; vice- November 24, was ordered specially him for desertion or a lesser offense.
It aided in securing the passage of president, J. R. Caudle,
secretary for a trial of Sergeant Anson Hug- ruder the new military law a soldier
the law abolishing the canteen at
and treasurer, C. S. Jackson; busi- gins, of Company D. It is &Bodged may be tried and sentenoed for such
army posts. It also got police ma- ness manager, Walter flamed.
that without permission the young breach of discipline in time of peace
trons at jails in all the big cities.
man left the camp at West Point as in war.
Huggins is•popular young man,
The W. C. T. U. will continue to
during the recent army manativers
and his friends hope be will be able
petition for federal legislation to proand returned to his home here. His to satisfactorily explain and justify
tect native races in America and in
defense has not been announced. It his action in leaving the camp of inforeign lands.
is stated that after one of the long struction. He is a student at South
It will protest against the bring- Are Days of Suffering—They
hikes taken by his company his feet Kentucky College and second lieuing of Chinese girls to this country
Are BedOming Brighter
Were badly blistered and, failing to tenant of the company of cadets at
for immoral purposes.
obtain a certiacate of diaability from that institution.
For some Hopkins.
It will continue to protest against
vIlle People.
the sale of liquor in soldiers' homes,
against the United States government receiving a revenue for liquors MAO "dark days" from kidney ills.
sold within prohibitory territory, Backache, headache, nervous, tired,
Uthary troubles make you gloomy.
either local or state, and against
Doan's Kidney Pills bring relief;
•
lynching.
Bring eurefo every kidney sufferer.
The badge of the W. C.T. U.is a They are er.dorsed by Hoeltinsville.
knot of white ribbon.
Mrs.Jobs Coombs,of 1296 S. Vir4ra1••••••••••0111•11111110•14.4•••••-••••••••••
ginia street, says: "Foe a great
many years I suffered with a per1
Given Ten Years.
,Il
sistent aching across my loins and
through
the kidneys. At times my
Hamer D. Ward, formerly superback
was
so bad that I could hardly
intendent of the Odd Fellows home
turn in bed and I could hardly lie oh
at Clarksville, who was found guilty
Advertising Holiday Goods but we have
my back at all without piecing my
of criminally assaultinweleven-year- hand under it, which in a measure
such an enormous stock on display we
old Susie Merge, was sentenced to Seemed to relieve the pain. A friend
early in order to notify our
must
ten years' hard labor in the state of Mr. Coombe told him about Doan's
idney Pills and he got a box for
prison. A motion tor a new trial
friends and customers just what they
me at Thomas & Trallern's drug
was a made.
store. Oa using them I steadily immay expect to find in our line. We have
proved until the dreadful aching was
Mrs. Burrus' Death.
made several additions to the line, and
relieved and-I: could attend to my
household duties withodt any inconif you will only come and see for yourMrs. Maggie, Burma, aged about veniences. They did more for me
forty-five years, died at her kome on than any medicine I ever used and I
self you will very likely find just the
gladly
recommend
them."
South Walnut street Tuesday from
thing that will suit your demands.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
remains were
peritonitis. The
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
shipped to Hickman, Ky., Tuesday
N. Y., sole agents for the United
night where interment will take States.
place this afternoon. One child, a
Remember the name-Doan's az d
girl twelve years of age, survives take no substitute.

Fall and Winter
Dry Goods
Is At T. M. Jones.

elan%

The largest and best assorted stock in the city.
ía

BLACK DRESS GOODS IN ALL
THE NEWEST WEAVES.

TEN THOUSAND
DIE OF FAMINE.

Scotch Suiting. Fancy Suiting, Bench's Neptunus Cloth,
Ziberleaue, Broadcloths. Headquarters for

Cloaks! Underwear! Hosiery!
Carpets,Rugs.kattings,Linoleum
Every line is full, up-to-date. I luvite careful inspection of my immense stock.

T. M. JONES.
Main St.,

Hopliinsville, Ky.

•

We are after new business.

•

GRUESOME DISCOVERY MADE NEAR
PEMBROKE BY RURAL MAIL CARRIER

Your
Business

soma

in

Furniture,

Carpets

and Stoves
We believe that once you trade with us that we can
so make it to your interest that you will trade no where
else. Out stock is large and of good smortnient.

Finely Quartered Oak
Furniture Our Specialty.
No furniture is as pretty or more substantial. A trial is
all we ask.

I

SERGEANT HUGGINS CHARGED WITH jFortlic
LEAVING CAMP WITHOUT PLRMISSION.

lieach Furniture Co.,
9th St., Near Main.

Wife!
t

It may be

you have about decided to
give the madam a first-class SEW•
ING MACHINE this fall, for you
know there is nothing so trying to
a woman's patience or so injurious to her health
as an old, heavy-running, worn-out sewing machine. If so, we are the house you are looking
for, because we have decided to place

•

DARKEST DAYS'

We May
Be A Little
Early
tiv
begin

e

•

Every Sewing Machince

ii
Is, We Have on Sale at Cut Prices

4

Thirty-Pive In All.

They will not be here long at the prices we
will put on them. First come,first served. You
Aro know--Standard and Wheeler & Wilson. The
,i.
latest styles and best of all makes. Up-to-date
date and run like a watch.

I

1

her.

Hopper
421 Kitchen.

Football Came.

To Cure a Cold In One Day.

The football garneSaturday between
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab- Cumberland City and
Hupkinsville
letil. All druggists refund the money
if it falls to cure. IC. W. Uruve's sig- will be called at 9 o'ulock instead of
at 8.
nature is ea seen box. Mo.

FORBES
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY.
•
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DR. FENNER'S
and

those who come into his presence. We
have, therefore, a right to doubt
whether a person who is in public
chronically dirty in person or slovenly
or immodest in apparel can offer acceptable worship.

Lyman Beecher once said, "It took Rail for Europe,
and when you have
forty years," when some one asked purehatied a $100
berth for The pashim the question, "How long did it sage. If you
cannot be on time, actakc to write that sermon?" By that cording to promise.
for your engageMr. Beecher meant that every year's ment, then you
should notify the perwork was a preparation for the fol- son with whom
you have the appointlowing year's work. Every act of outHidden Talents.
ment. But the great trouble with
Yet to hear some slovens talk one present day is dependent in more ways many people is that they have no morThe best known and most popular blood purifier
By Rev.
might suppose it was a sign of mental than one upon the actions of our past. al sense of the duty of keeping an enand
When
woman
tonic
a
on the market to-day is S. S. S.
peeks
out
of her win- gagement unless they wish to do so.
FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE,D.D., degeneracy for men and women to be
Sill diseases of Kidneys,cu RE
There
is
dow
hardly
to
see
the
a man, woman or child in America
furniture
van
unload
careful of their personal appearance.
They will promise anything, like a disIheleer, inare Organs.
Pastor of Jefferson Park Presbywho
has not heard of "5,5.9.to,.the
ale) Rheumatism, neck
blood.
They pretend to believe that a well her new neighbor's furniture and then honest politician just before an elec"
terian Cbeercie Meese
It
is a standsu-d remedy,
a specific for all blood troubles and
aiita
cue aartDis
se.Oravel
unequalled as a general tonic and
groomed and neat man is essentially refuses to call upon that neighbor and tion, and like the same dishonest poliIropsy, Female Troubles.
appetizer
. S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetabl
extend
to her the rightful social respect tician after
a weak man. Therefore they practicale, Me herbs and roots
election they will forget of which it is
Chicago, Nov. 15.—In this sermon the
composed are selected for their alterative
Don't become diseottraged. There Ls•
ly say that one of the signs of genius is of the neighborhood, she is schooling all their promises if it suits their con- erties,
and tonic propmaking it the ideal remedy for
cure for you. If uecessary write Dr. Fenner. preacher makes a plea for the observherself to refuse to extend a welcom- venience
a
disregard
decencies
of
the
to
of
forget.
life.
Lie has spent a fle tinic curing just mob
The result is that all blood and skin diseases, as
it not
ance and practice of Christian courte- They cite the example of the Greek ing hand to her humble sister When the man's characte
FROM
:twee savours. All consultations Free.
r and religious life only purities, enriches and
invigorCONGRE88NAN LIVINGSTON,
'Eight months in bed, heavy bockscite, sies and of the minor virtues that go mathematician whose appearance in she enters her church. When a man will be eaten
out by these little fail- ates the blood, but at the same
OF GEORGIA.
pain and soreness across kidneys, also rn
time
is willing to push his way through the ures
very
dishabill
far
e
the
on
toward
streets
and
shocked
sins,
making
all
the
up
sum
the
just as one little worm tones up the tired nerves and
of
rnatisni. Other remedies failed. Dr. FenI
know
of the suooessfu use al
gives 8. 8.
Individual humaseeharacter. The text people who saw him, and the example crowds blocking the aisles of a large can tunnel its way into the heart of a strength and
8. in many cases. It is lthe
ner's Kidney and Backache Cure cureatue
beet
vigor
to
the
entire
dry
goods
store, forcing frail women great oak
blood remedy on the markot.
completely. H. WATERS, hamlet, N. Y."
is Zechariah iv, 144 "Who bath despised of Napoleon and Samuel Johnson and
and eat ont its heart until at system.
to
right
and
left
and
shoving aside the last the monarch
Nrnsurists. 50c.. $1. Ask for Cook Rook—Fro&
Horace Greeley, all notorious for their
the day of small things?"
of the forest will
For Chronic Sores and Ulcers,
little children, he is nurturing the spirit have
PROM
indiffere
to
nce
The
ordinary
neatness
world's
its backbone snapped by the on- Catarrh, Rheumatism,
of
atfavorite monocle is the
Sure cure. circular. tn.
Blood Poison,
EX-GOV. ALLEN D. CANDLER.
Fenner, Fredonia.N.Y. telescope. We admire objects for many tire, but such examples are not proofs which is shown by a criminal chauf- rushing winds.
Malaria, Anxmia, Scrofula, Eczema,
S. 8. 8. is unquestionably a good
feur who drives his automobile at
different reasons. One of the chief is of genius, but only of the power of
blood purifier, and tho best tonic
3.0. CooK.
Despise Not Small Things.
Psoriasis
,
Salt
Rheum,
I
Tetter,
Acne
frightful velocity through the crowded
ever usod.
their bigness. Ev'ery tourist wants to genius to win its way in life in spite
It is the foxes, the little foxes, that and such other diseases
as
are
due
to
a
streets
of a large 'city. He drives it
see Niagara falls. It is the biggest of of disgusting habits. The genius of
most often spoil the tender vines, not polluted or impoverished conditio
n of the blood, nothing acts so promptl
ahead,
caring
not what horses he may
y
all falls. And Mount Everest. It is Alexandre Dumas triumphed in spite
the elephantine monsters. Once in and effectually as S. S. S.
It
counteracts and eradicates the germs
frighten
what
or
person
he
may
strike
of
the
degradat
ion of his birth and
the highest of all mountains. And
awhile, however, the heavy foot of an and poisons; cleanses the system
of all unhealthy accumulations and
because he knows that, like a full
Kilauea, because that volcano has the Henry Fawcett became a statesman
eastern camel might crush them or soon restores the patient to health.
speeded Cunarder striking a fishing
Write us and our physicians will
the paw of a leopard might rip them give your case prompt attentio
largest crater In the world. We would and successful administrator in spite
n without charge.
smack,
is
it
the
other
person
who
will
-apart when the midnight prowlef,
ascend the Eiffel tower. It is higher of his blindness; so, personal uncleanbe hurt and not himself. Christian
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATZANTA, A.
chased by the dogs, is rushing away
than any other tower. And we would liness and slovenliness may fall to decourtesy
is
Writes Ifni. Daniel Crowley, of
of
the
tree
of.righte
ousness,
after having robbed the sheepfold, but
circle the Ferris Wheel because it is feat the true genius, but they can
Photponrz, Montana, Dec. 15,
and discourtesy is of the tree of sin.
DR MOFFIETTII
this is a rare occurrence. It is the litlarger than any of the other wheels. never help him to victory. And yet,
1899, speaking of etieryiettiet"
CVOS WW1-MOM,
Let us beware bow we ignore that
sea is is also
deluded
by
this idea that slovenliness
tle fayits, the careless and thoughtless
The human race, conscious that it is
Diarrhoes.Dysesse(ry,sed
apostolic commandment, "Be courthe Bowel Troubles oh
negligences, which do the most frequent
finite, aspires to explore the infinite. and uncleanliness are signs of true
teous" (I Peter iii, 8).
Children of Any Age.
greatness
,
many
a
mischief.
lawyer,
Its conception of the sublime is not
a doctor, a
It is the little weeds that
Furthermore, my brother, remember
Aids Digestion, Regulates
merchant, has ruined his financial
destroy the gardens and with their
the dwarf, but the giant.
ElETH1144 P0
that discourtesy toward others
the Bowels, Strengthens
almost bayonet
thrusts of thorns stab the
But, though tremendous bulk or mag- chances in life because he would not invariabl
Ilerplelde li the only preparation that
y
has
reactiona
a
ry
effect.
COStS
The
Druggists,
Mille the dandzuff Rolm. ''Deetroy
th•erEChi
flowers to death, not the mighty
rgiaNrbd
G eAsy
nitude or hugeness or immensity has dress as a gentleman should dress.
Makts
.
the
person who complains most about
Or wall 25 rents to C. J. MOFFETT,
infuse, you remov.
eitsce."
growths of the cedars of Lebanon or
for the human eye an awe inspiring There are more ways than one of in- the
M.
D.,
ST.
LOUIS, MO.
rudeness of others is generally the
OPTICE OF 1). H. li4.111DY. Secretary of State,
•usTes. Tex.. Nov. 21, 1900.
of the weeping willows. So it is in- I 1-.ave found Dr. Moffett's TEETHIN
Sold by Thomas ill Trahern fascination, yet today I want to point terpreting that passage of Scripture one who himself is rudest
A a solendid remedy and aid for my teething
uoY
was
children.
a
teething
of
all.
Whets my °Ides,
child,
Some evitably the
succeeding day warned us thlt we would
met/n*131y lose tun. I happened epos
small sins, the despised TEETifiN A,and began atevery
out some seeming insignificancea which Which says in reference to the one tal- time ago I
once administering a to him, and his
Stead 100 in stamps; for sample to
was
riding
in
a
Pittsburg
improvemen
t was marked in 24 hours. and trona
day on be recuperated. I have
sins, the ignored sins, the sins of in- let
are more essential for the world's ent man, "And I was afraid and went street car.
Acneore In sounding its praises to all constantly kept it arid used it since with say children. aad have takes(Tea.*
An aged colored man enterhs Herpicide Co. D‘troit. Mich
mothers of young ch:ldren. I found it invalitable
and
ieriod
hid
was
thy
significa
even after the Metisfaa
talent
passed.
nce,
in
earth."
the
that most frequently overSome ed. His
peace and. harmony than was the Cohair Was as white as was that
&RV . D. H. RA.P.DY.
of
"the
earth"
throw
in
which
human
many
men
character
hide of Frederick Douglass
lossus of Rhodes, or the hanging gar, not the behejust before his moth
sins, not the monstrous sins, not
If you wish to
dens of Babylon, or the temple of Di- their talents of life is to be found In death. The car started
ahead and near- the sins
catalogued in the criminal
ana at Ephesus,or the &dace -of Cyrus, the filthiness and in the unkempt con- ly flung the old man upon
his face. I codes of
ditions
of their wardrobes.
man and of nations.
cemented with gold, or any of the oth11-14-4s necessary to be clean and neat rose and beckoned to him to come and
Therefore, 0 man, I beg and plead
er seven wonders of the world. I find
take my seat. All the way down the
TIME CARD.
with you that you take Christ into the
that, though my sea‘ch has its large In personal appearance in temporal aisle he kept grumbling and grumblin
Effective April lath.
g. smallest details
our plan of
NOFTH.
work,
how
much
more
is
this
neatness Even
of
your
life.
wheels and bars amirregularing hand
Let
the
SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express
after he was seated he kept on
9.50 a m 10 5l St Louis Express;
Christ be with you as much in the
and mainspring and adamantine jew- essential.when we are consecrating our complaining about the people "not
6'18 p m
No
64
St Louis Fast
be- paying back
of a borrowed five cent No 92 Chicago and Mail.. 9:47 pm No 68 St Louis Fast Mail....6:40 a sr
els, yet it has also its little screws and lives to the service of Jesus Christ? ing willing to give an old man
New'
a seat" piece as in
No 91 Chicago and New
the purchase of a store. Let
little wheels and little cogs am! little The dear Saviour wants us to go out At last I lost my patience. I
Orleans Limited
5'40 a m
leaned
Orleans Limited
and
labor in his name in the same way
II:158 p
him be with you as much in the clean- No 58 Hopkinsville Accorn. 8:46
will interest you.
pegs. which the jeweler has to study
p m No 66 Hopkinsville Accom
forward and said: "Friend, these pas8:CO s ma
as
he
used
to work. He was taunted
liness of your wardrobe as in the cleanNos 52 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points
The building of a home has been under the clarifying eye of the magnisengers may have done wrong in not
west.
with
No
many
61
reproach
liness
connects
es during his earthof your tongue. Let him help
at Guthrie for Memphis line points as
many le .stan's start toward the build- fying- glass. I also find that the abfar south as Friel
arising to give you a seat. They may
and for Louisville,Cincinnati and the east.
igaseerf a fortune. Many cannot save senee perhaps of one of these little ly life, but those who hated him most have been impolite and discourteous. you in the Christian courtesies which
Nos.
Nand
.56 make direct connection at Guthrie
you extend to your neighbors as well
without a definite object in view. screws or cogs might atop the whole never charged him with uncleanliness But did you
for Louisville, (In
cinnati awl all poirts rola) and east thereof.
ever stop to think that as
or slovenliness, and we may be sure
in the Christian exhortations you
They go on paying rent, year after machinery of my watch as surely as
Nos 63 and 66 also connect
for
if
Memphi
s anl way points.
that the Pharisee who invited him you yourself were even more discour- offer in your church. May you night
year, with no thought of the future. I should snap the
mainspring.
No. 92 ruus through to Chicago and will not
Let the
carry
to his house and the other hosts teous than they? When I rose to give and morning always be able to make south ot
Evansville, also carries through sleepers to passengers to points
Vital lasaisattair.
you my seat, you were not enough of
St. Louis.
who
entertain
ed him would nevthis prayer:"0 God, help me in the litSouthlitentuchy
No. 93 throngh sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,
Seeming ,insignificances may be vital
Jacksonville, qt A ueustine
er have welcomed him as a guest a gentleman to say `Thank you' for tle temptations, and then I know that and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman
BuildingAll Loan Asso essentials. Some years; ago, when cross- if he had
sleeper's to New Orleans. Connecta
it." So everywhere we can find that
ri
been careless about his
thou wilt make me able to bear the Guthrie for points east and West.
ing the Atlantic ocean, the companion
the
people
who
most
complain
of Hopkinsville, Ky., help you.
about
person or his dress. The quality of his
greater
trials."
With
such a lesson as
J. C.
with whom I was !traveling one day
A et
robe may have been poor, but we may the discourtesy of others are apt, like this for consideration, who is there
suddenly dung openiany stateroom door
be sure that there were no impurities the old black man, to be just as dis- who will dare "to despise the day of
and cried: "Cottle on deck! Something
upon it or upon him, So, Christian courteous themselves. If there is this small thinge?"
has happened to the ship!" When I srworkers, if we go forth in Christ's sin breeding mute of impoliteness in
(Copyright, ISOI, by Louis Kispeetel
Plied on deck 1 rousd scores end bunmune, some of Its must be Inure cure. the eyes of our brother's, let us by sure
dreds at passengers excitedly watching
ful 11151111 our personal eppeeronee, that we have nut the larger sinful
the strange movements of the ship's
Rest Liniment on Berth.
Remember, 0 minister, when you us- beim In our own,
It's 10 to 1 you du It you ere a
course. Instead of plowing ahead, we
Avoid
Apavara
ne• of Evil.
end the pulpit, that your clothes may
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. city waof malaria.
were slowly moving around to the
Small essential the pext: The absti- ter works, Shullsburg, Wis.,
not be expensive, but they should be
writes:
right la a perfect circle. Just then an
Don't Do it. is. Dangerous.
neat. Remember, 0 Sunday school nence from all appearance of evil. The "I have tried many kinds of liniofficer passed me, and I asked: "What
teacher, that when you expound the taking care of your life's actions so ment,
We'll
admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
but I never received much
is the matter, lieutenant? Is the rudalmost deadly after effects.
Bible lesson your scholars are learn- that they may never be false lights
of people do not der broken?" "Oh, no," said he. "We
luring your neighbors and friends upon benefit until I used Ballard's Snow
give sufflcientat- are merely testing al new compass. In ing from you what it is to be a Chri;tian. They are learning with their the fatal rocks of sin. The refusal to Liniment for rheumatism and pains.
tendon to the order to find out whether it
is perfect eyes as well as with
think it the best liniment on earth.'
their ears. Re- eat meat, if by the eating you may
quality of the
we had to wait untIllwe were far away
member, 0 man of God, that wherever cause your brother to offend. "All Mc, 60c, $1.00. Sold by Anderson &
from the magnetic eiffect of rocks and
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
you go your clean skin and pure linen things may be lawful, but all things Fowler.
land. Those influeOes may not seem
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
as well as your lips preach in Christ's are not expedient," was the substance
to be much, but they may entirely de- name.
and all stomach,kidney and liver complaints.
of the Pauline injunction to the Cothey purchs.se.At flect the accuracy of
Millionaire's Poor Stomach.
the compass' neerinthian
church. -To seem" may someCharacter Development.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
least not before dle."
The worn-out stomach of the overMany years ago a large ship was
Small essential the next: The little times be almost as great a sin as "to
the purchase. It
30 Cents a. Bottle.
All Druggists.
is very necessary wrecked because a small piece of steel kindnesses and courtesies which we be." Mark you this: No man can af- fed millionare is ofter paraded in
thr
public
from
the
prints
as
point
a
horrible
of a !knife was driven should extend to those with whom we ford in any way to have his influence
examthat they should
do so at some into the wood near Its compass box and come in daily contact. The little acts cast upon the wrong side of any moral ple of the evils attendant on the possession of great wealth. But milliouSold by Anderson CI Fowler.
stores. Fxamine made the compass' fleger a false guide. of deference which we should show
to question. Nearly all our great religious aires are not the only ones who are
our
Thus, my friends, :I would take for ladies, such as taking off the hat
when teachers have recognized this truth.
afflicted with bad stomachs. The
my theme today the'
'tSniall Essentials" we stand with them in an elevator or
We must abstain from all appearance proportion is far greater among the
of life. I would try to show you that allowing them to precede us
through of evil on account of our influence over toilers. Dyspepsia and indigestion
closely or buy many of the seeming insignificances an opened door. The "Thank you, sir," others. We must abstain from all ap- are rampant among these people,
them "on the and the despised monads are pregnant with which a lady should acknowledge pearance of evil on account also of and they suffer for worse tortures
.and in eith- with large broods or influences, every a gentleman's action when he rises in the reactionary evil influence upon our- than the millionaire unless they
run..
avail themselves of a standard medier case every- one of Which will haVe large progenies. a street car to offer
her a seat. The lit- selves. One of the greatest bulwarks
cine like Green's August Flower,
thing will be sat- A cholera gerw may be so small that it
tle social calls by which we should against sin is the God implanted desire Which
isfactory. Noth- is not visible to the
has been a favorite household
finked eye. If, how- welcome a new neighbor or her friends to be thought well of by your neigh- remedy
for all stomach troubles for
ing will be found ever, it is
let alone in Bs work of devas- into our community. The little gifts of bors. A man, on account of principle, over
thirty-five years.
to cause disapAugust
Capital Paid In.....100.000.00
pohitment. Ev- tation it can soon crowd the wards of delicacies which should be sent to the ought to be ready, if necessary, to defy Flower rouses the torpid liver, thus
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From personal experience I testify
that DeWitt's Little Early Risers
are unequaled as a liver pill. They
are rightly named because they give
strength and energy and do their
work with ease.—W. T. Easton,
Boerne, Tex. Thouslinds of people
are using these tiny !little pills in
preference to all others, because they
are so pleasant and effectual. They
cure biliousness, torpid liver, jaundice, sick headache, constipation,
etc. They do not purge and weaken,
hut cleanse and strengthen. Sold by
R. C. Hardwick.

Only Makes a Bad Matter
Worse.

Perhaps you have never thought
of it but the fact must be apparent to
every one that constipation is caused
by a lack of water in the system,and
tbe use of drastic cathartics like the
old fashion pills only makes a bad
matter worse. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets are much
more mild and gentle in their effect,
and when the proper dose is taken
their action is so natural that one
can hardly realize it is the effect of a
medicine. Try a '25 cent bottle of
them. For sale by 1.4. L. Elgin.

Constipation.
Health is absolutely impossible if
constipation be present. Many serious cases of kidney and liver trouble
have sprung from neglected constipation. Such a deplorable condition
is unnecessary. There is a cure for
Herbine will speedily remedy
it.
matters. C. A. Lindsay, P. M.,
Bronson, Fla.. writes Feb. 12, 1902:
"Having tried Herbine, I find it a
fine remedy for constipation." 50c
bottle. Sold by Anderson & Fowler.
a-et-

°Mg.* Early Risers
This famous little pills.

The finest contour of a female face, the
Sweetest smile of a female mouth, loses
something if the head is crowned with
scant hair. Scant and falling hair, it is
now known, is caused by a parasite that
burrows into the scalp to the root of the
hair, where it saps the vitality. The little white scales the germ throws up in
burrowing are called dandruff. To cure
dandruff permanently, then, and to stop
falling hair, that germ must be killed.
Newbro's Herplcide, an entirely new result of the chemical laboratory, destroys
the dandruff germ, and, of course, stops
the falling hair, and prevents baldness.
Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c. in
stamps for sample to The Homicide Co.,
Detroit, Stich.
Thomas
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JORITY WILL BE 76.

There Will Be 107 Democrate and Thirty-One
Republicans.
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COUNT COMPLETE]] I'-:-T-TEL SENATOR THURSTON,
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1

I The Brilliant • Statesman from Nebraska,
Makes an Important Public Utterance.
ArE I

BE1NC PREPARI.D.

EUREKA I

Official Vote In Each Pr3-

Harness Oil
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)maken a poor looking bar- \tW.1
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pure, heavy bodied oil. especially prepared to with. 1
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omplete !founts from the legielaSold everywhere
in cans-all sizes.
tis e races iii Kentucky show that
60 different games.
the next General assembly will Con/ Made by STANDARD OIL Cu.
tain 107 Democrats and thirty-one
The fate f the e. 0. P. may yet Republicans.
Janiee F. Rogers, [Rep.] of this
be settled b the scandals in the P.
city, was reelected representative
0.0.
without opposition. The_Rev. D. C.
Now that the campaign is over Edwartle,(DeinoMerton'sGap, is the
Secretary Siotw may flud time to hold-over senator from the Chris- LOOSE TOBACCO SALES
stay in Washington and attend to tian-Hopkins district.
MADE THURSDAY.
the affairs eif the treasury departOf the new senators-elect fourteen

CIARKSVILLE INEE0

The board of election
er* after completing the, c.niv
returns in Christian ceti::12,. -arued Thursday afternoon nriil c.it illca-tea of the vote of every c.i.:;,'idAte
in each precinct can be prepared by
Tabulator Prows
- e, when they Will
reassemble to sign thee cartifleatels.
The spoiled and questionable ballots
OTERIOR OF THE I7NITED STATES SENATE CHAMBER.
were flied in sealed envelopes.
Ex-Senator John M.Thurston, of Omaha, Nebraska,is one of the most promiofficial count of the vot4.
g. vern- nent and influential men in the country. He made the speech nominating
PresiS
or and judge in
very !weenier 1''- dent McKinley at the St. Louis convention, and was made permanent Chairman
of this convention. Ile was also n%ade Chairman of the convention that renomilows:
nated the late President McKinley at Philadelphia. He was appointed by President McKinley to be Chairman of the St. Louis Exposition Commission.
!
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This prominent gentleman recently wrote the following letter to The Peruna
lit)\"Eit- ('-I ft CI:1'1'
NOR
F .1 1 • Du E
Medicine Co., of Columbus, Ohio:
i .
Washington, D. C., April 6, 1901.
I have used Peruna at various times during the past year or two
with most satisfactory results.
It entirely relieved me from an irritating cough-the result of
excessive effort in the presidential campaign, and I am a firm believer in its efficacy for any such trouble."-Jno. M. Thurston.
Hopkinsville 1. 187 261 181 k7Z
Catarrh has already become a national internal remedy for catarrh. There are
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ful things your Peruna would do and
Howell
Dr. Hartman, President of The Hart- thought it advisable to try some myself.
100 168 97 1c6
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IGO
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It stands to-day before the nation as a containing letters from prominent MOD
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Dogwood
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AsK Your Druggist for a free Peruna
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that such a conflict would be disas- tion and assisting nature in doing its ulcer unyielding to doctors and rem- Gallaher company has also done simply relieves. This remarkable
work. Theiproprietors have so much edies for fenr years.
Then Bucklen's some bidding, but has purchased discovery makes complete and percrone to Japan.
faith in its curative powerf that they
offer One Hundred Dollars foe any Arnica Salv cured. Its just as good nothing so far. The American com- manent cures. Mrs. Charlotte
W.
Arizona, New Mexico and Oklaho- case that it fails to cure. Send for for burns, scalds, skin eruptions and pany purchased nearly all the offerWallace,
of
Manchester
,
list of testimonials.
N. H.,
piles. 250 at L. L. Elgin's and Cook ings this morning.
ma are going to make another fight
Address, F. W.CHENEY & CO., & Higgins' drug stores.
44.••
writes: "A few years ago I had a
Toledo, 0.
to "join the Union."
very severe attack of dyspepsia.
Sold by druggists, Bo.
Will Co to Texas.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Water distressed me as much as
Prohibitionists and Socialists are
food,
and I could find no relief. My
Ernest Pool, who returned to Cemore conspicuous on the official balCome to Town.
druggist
recommended Dr. Ho*ard's
rulean a month ago from Colorado,
lot than in the election returns.
The residence of Mrs. John Y. specific very •high,ly. This great
Mr. N. A. Harnett and family are will leave in a few days for El Paso,
Railroads have just been complet- moving from their farm to town, and Tex. His health is much improved. Gray, on Liberty street, was dam- medicine gave me relief at once, and
aged by fire last night. The blaze I have never had another attack of
ed in China which make it possible will reside at 712 East Ninth street.
-419111•••-•
originated from a defective flue. The dyspepsia."-to go from Paris to Pekin by rail.
Cured
Consump
tion.
If you cannot go to Druggist Eldepartment responded promptly to
Neuralgia Pains.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater,
It is pretty evident that our navy
Rheumatism, lumbago:and sciatic Kan., writes: "My husband lay th alarm and soon extinguished the gin'a store today, send him your ordepartment had '`inside information" pains yield to the penetrating influ- sick for three months. The doctors flames. The loss will
amount to der by mail, as lie has only a limited
ence of 13allard's Snow Liniment. It said that ;.e had quick consumption.
of the outbreak of the revolut'on
in penetrates to the nerves and bone We procured a bottle of Ballard's several hundred dollars, covered by amount left to sell at this special
and being absorbed into the blood, Horehould Syrup, and it cured him. insurance.
Panama.
half price.
d10-21w20
its healing properties are conveyed That was six years ago. Since then
to every part of the body, and effect we have always kept a bottle in the
A Scientific Discovery.
some wonderful cures. 25c, 50c, $1. house. We connot do without it.
For coughs and colds it has no equal.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does for the
25e, Esk, WOO. Sold by Andersen &
Is Sure
stomach that which it is unable to
Fowler.
Craves Sells Paper.
TO(Ave
BA1.41
do for itself, even when but slightly
edisi$4,t, ceprec3LD
SA1 ISFACTION
disordered ot overloaded.
•
1)
4
Kodol
co4 '(,)
Special Term of Court.
lifj'A
o
Dyspepsia Cure eupplies the natural
Claude H. !Graves has sold to
And all symptoms and
•/1
:
43:(4,
juices
of digestion and does the work
• •
Mitchell & Martin his uewspaper,
Ely's
A special term of the Trigg cirbuit of the stomach, relaxing
(44,NY
the nervous
Results of Indigestion
the Todd County Democrat, publish- court
Cream balm
is called to meet in Cadiz Mon- tension, while the inflamed muscles
(iivcs Relict at Once
ed at Trenton. Mr. Graves goes to day.
Nov. 80, to hold one week. The of that organ are allowed to rest and
lbw*** reortad by Ow no ii
It cleanses, soothes
New Decaturif Ala., as manager of term is called
and heals the dig.
for the consideration heal. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests I
what you eat and enables the stomeased
the Art Job Printing Company, of of equity
mernbrame.
cases only.
ach and digestive organs to tranform It cures catarrh and drives away a Cold ha
1
that place.
all food into rich, red blood. Sold the head quickly. It Is absorbed. Heals and
protects die Membrane. restores the
by R. C. Hardwick.
The Best Liniment
Senses Of Taste and Smell. ruli size We,a
Iltrazitnooded a yea ar• est pleas**
Cured of Piles After 40Years "Chamberla
druggists or by mall; Ti MI size ine by mall
in's i'ain Balm is conrapsits• be.eared thessas4.
Prosperi
ty
at
Cadiz.
•
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, 0., had
sot As 10
ELY BROTHERS
sidered the best liniment on the marthe piles for 40 years. Doctors and
55 Warren St. New York
The Cadiz railroad did more busiMr. Z. rischrett. a ilvellineat westo1
dollars could do no lasting good. ket," writes Post & Bliss, of Georgia,
DeWitt's Witch Hazel salve cured Vt. No other remedy will heal a cut ness during the month of October
:ss
i"ed
igAiii
"
aktRIE:stioo,7?
Bare, Prompt, Positive 1.
Mies so try , rlsaid I; Germs. Liver
bun permanently. Invaluable for or bruise so promptly. No other af- than in any other one month since it
Powder by sae wham it
Aso* greet good.
Cure for Impotenre,.Lo41
ft.gave le•sales trial, when he began
to feel
of Manhood, &Waal
cuts, burns, bruises, sprains, lacera- f irds such
benw at owe. Trom*ed with piles, Mr. Hack.
quick relief from rheu- began business abut twenty months
ea we ammeimoil to fad bawl1 cored of this
eczema, letter, salt rheum,and
f°ne s8
Zi7fer tr:Lest
E
N
;
PpfriI08us
r,Pe
most dreaded of bodily ailments- He is now
Loss of Memoru,(to. Will
all
tions,
other skin diseases. Look for the matic pains. No other is so valuable ago. This is a showing of which the
a moll
sod doss sot use any niedicise. If
rnoha you a STNONO, Vigor- I
Is tins taarsaest. give it trial;
name DeWitt on the package-all for deep seated
ous Man. Pace C/.90. 8
pains like lame back operators and the people Cadiz feel I
lee *sty ia oteit4 said should it mos
others
are
cheap,
worthless
eitinterwove so we my the druggist sadmorbuld sr
and pains in the chest. Give this proud.
rebuild your easaiy.
felts. Sold by F.. C. Hardwick.
liniment a trial and you will never
:
/3010xe.
.eff°A7drAg:
:7
81
;
ealcalhi5D
8
:
sv8
er ta
“
TOO ASUIRIGAPI PIMARALAGAII. GO..
Salligd Snow United Co., 1
wish to be without it. Sold by L. L. lieLWitt's
liveasalOa.
ittle
2019 Lusaka Ave.
Elgin.
For Mee,Burns,Serf Is
sr.Louie. - r/104
The famous little pills.
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FREE OF CHARGE
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DEFECTIVE FLUE

l
Constipation

,41ys

The
Working
Man's Suit.
We have gi von special attention this
son to suits for

working

OZMANLIS
ORIENTAL

r.tresst

SEXUAL

DeWitt's rat" Salve

Early Risers

PILLS

Working

clothes should be made of the

Strongest
Material
Possible
We have

the suits that will !jttet all these

requirements and please the
exactly.
Then ,
- ve

working

man

S4its $5 00, $6 50 up to $10 CO.
ba4k up our suits with a guarantee

that everyor of them

shall be

worth the

price we ask for them.

Our Line
Of Overcoats
thi. season excell any we ever bought.

Pi ices

4111.
t-

$3.50 to $25,00.

RENThEisDY

&Co t

•••••••

OR. CALSTEDT'S
GERMAN LIVER POWDER

men.

sea-

sTWM!'AMis'VikAMPtsikM
DALTON
MARBLE WORKS,
Marble and Granite.
Dalton,- Georgia.
Agent; Wanted.
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Age

You can depend on AVer
'
s
Hair Vigor to res!....)re'doler to
your gray hair, cv.-ry time.
Follow directi3r,s 3rd it never
fails to do this v..t;t L. ic stops

ay:

Hair

FOR THE VETERANS Your Liver WILL BE HELD HERE VETERANS AND SONS!

Is it acting well? Bowels
regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer's Pills.
THANKSGIVING BOX WILL. The kind you have known all COV. BECKHAM ORDERS ARE TO BE BROUCHT IN
Masa
your life. J. C. Ayor 0o.,
Want your moustache or be-aTal

BE PREPARED.

COURTMARTIAL.

Lameness, Soreness, Stiffness and Spas. in l!I it01

CLOSER RELATIONS.

The quickest
way,
The cheapest
way,
and
The surest way
to cure

a beautiful brown or rich black? Use

Donations TAre Requested —
Daughter* of Confederacy Elect Officers.

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE!

‘1111TS cis. OtDRCGOIEITS OR IL P. HALL a CO.. NASHUA., R.&

Infractions of Military Law
Cen. Cordon Makes Public
Will Be Tried on
the Report of a Special
Nov. 19.
Committee.

POLITICAL NOTES.

There's

Gov. J. C. W. Beckham has orThe New Era is in receipt of a genDenny P. Smith, commonwealth's dered a general
rvAt r.oro
The Daughtets of the Coufed.oacy
, I. •
courtmartial to be
- 3.
hit.: tIIt t?
will send a Thalnksgiving box to the attorney-elect, will resign the office held in this city on Tuesday, No- eral order which has been issued by
• .7,
I, of viol! It
wbitc. it
Soldiers home in Pewee Valley. Be- of county attorney of Trigg on Jan- vember 24, to try such infractions of Gen. John B. Gordon, commanding
1.01
.1RA oily
41.:!.
restore ft to its fe.tnier
t-o,o
lieving there atilt many persons not uary 1. Among those whose names the mititary law that may come be- the United Confederate Veterans, diHair Vtp)r errtui..1%
%. .1 '
•
it." — A. M.
C
members of thelchapter who would are mentioned for the vacancy are fore the court. The order comes recting attention to the report of the
111.61 a bottle.
An
find pleasure inisharing such an tio- Wallace Ryan, Capt. John C. Dab- through Adjutant General Murray. special committee appointed to formr
dertak in -4., the New Era is requested ney, Judge Robert Crenshaw, and The nismes of the court are Capt. H. ulate resolutions which will establish closer relations between the vetFading
to announce that on Monday, Nov. Judge John D. Shaw.
H. Denhardt, of Bowling Green;
erans
and the United Sons of Confed2.S, after twelve o'clock, ladies will
Capt. Walter Powers, of MadisonFrankfort
special
the
to
from
DA
erate
Veterans. The question has
be at Mr. C. M. Lathani's former
ville; Lieut. Cornelius J. O'Connel,
vsmameasmeakam
Louisville
Herald
Hubert
that
says
long
been
tinder considera‘ion, and
stsre to ri ceive 'fitly articles contribof Russellville, and Capt. U. Talbot
Nothing has ,ever equalled
uted. Preservesi pickles, all eatables Vreeland, commissioner-elect of Ag- Berry, of Morganfield, who is the Gen. Gordon expresses the opinion
Nothing can eves
that It is of great importance to both
will be acceptel and artieles of clo- riculture,-has selected his force of judge advocate.
deputies
Crenshaw,
and
that
R. C.
the veterans aria sons.
thing sue) as 841m, gloves, slippers,
Since the state guard has been
former
state
senator
Christian
from
Soans of the recommendations in
ties will without doubt find use.
made a part of the regular army, the
county,
named
is
as
cointhe
report follow:
There are morel than one hundred
members will be held to a decidedly
"That at all reunions of the United
and fifty men noisy in the horne,maoy rifissioner.
more strict account than heretofore
1111131IPTION
price
Confederate Veterans the United
of them invalids'', and all these genFor C"
oU6.11111 sad
Returns from all but four counties and the ordering of the courtmartial
SiC &
OLDS
Sons of Confederate Veterans shall
tlemen whom thn misfortunes of war
in Kentucky show that the constitu- at Hopkinsville shows that all viohave the full privileges of the floor,
A Perfect
For All Throat and
and late experience have sent them
tional amendment has been author- lations of military discipline by the
Cure:
Lung Troubles.
but without the right t& vote. That
to end their daye in the home, seem
ized by a majortty of 20,001. There different companies in the state
Menai/ back if it fails. Trial Bottles fro&
particularly
at the opening or welto have a peculiarly tender claim
is a majority for it outside the city of guard are to be promptly inquired
coming
ceremonies
the sons shall be
upon our considnration, aria surely
Louisville, and more than two-thirds into and the offender punished acseated
with
the
veterans,
and the
we have no plaitiler duty than to see
*S
EASONABLE SIUGGESTIONS
of the counties indorsed the proposi- cording to military law.
commandcr
of
the
sons
shall
respoud
that they are not comfortless or
tion.
*
Lees
t)
the
address
MAN"
of
welcome
0%.0••••.••••••
.
0
%."~•••••••••••••••••.........
as
..••••
/N.".
well as
••••••••••••
wanting anything till their summons
(UGH PIASTER
A FOE TO 714AT
the commander of the United Concomes, comes,add they cry like that
Wallis-Proctor.
TROUBLESOME COUGH
ol lowing is the vote by counties
federate Veterans; and that the vetold soldier, Col.. Newoombe,
received by Denny P. Smith, who
POMEROY
'
S EXTRA
erans
have similar privileges at the
sum."
`BELIABONNA PIASTER
was the Democratic nominee for
Handsome invitations, worded as
conventions of the eons. That diWILL DRIVE AWAY
The United Daughters of the Con- commonwealth's attorney without follows, have been received in this visions of the United Confederate
PAIN
TRY ONE AND 3TUDY RESULTS
city by friends of the prospective
federacy at theirimeeting held in tho opposition:
Veterans be authorized to extend
1,409 groom:
city of Charlestaln, S. C., last week, Trigg
similar courtesies to the sous at all
• ....WAYS RELIABLE
Lyon.
. 936 Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Kendall Proctor
elected the folloing officers:
division reunions.
NA AY
C'LIRE%) a
. 3,131 request the honour of your presence
-President, Mrs. A. T. Smythe, of Christiau.
J. ELLWOOD LEE
"That at all parades the sons shall
O.
_so" S411 8Y
Calloway
. 2,428 at the marriage of their daughter,
Charleston, S. C.1
be the special escorts to veterans.
Jane Wright,
First Vice Preisident, Mr. Basil
Anderson & Fowler
That the camps of the United ConTotal
7,904
.
•
Duke, of Louisville, Ky.
tO
federate Veterans shall be authorized
Mr. Allan Diosmore Wallis,
Second Vice Piliesident. Mrs. J. D
A Remarkable Case.
to enroll In associate membership the
Bealle, of AlabaMa.
One of the most remarkable eases on Monday evening, November the
sons, giving them, for each camp,
thirtieth,
Recording Secretary, Mrs. John 1'. of a Cold, deep-seated on the lungs,
such privileges of membership as
causing pneumonia, is that of Mrs.
4
4
nineteen hundrel and three,
Hickman, of Kentucky.
such camp may determine; provided, 0)
Gertrude E. Fenner, Marion, ind.,
at seven o'clock,
Corresponding qiecretary, Mrs. V.
who was entirely cured by the use of
such son Is a member of some duly
Marble
Calvary Presbyterian church,
One Minute Cough Cure. She says:
F. McSherry, of West Virginia.
organized camp, belonging to the •
coughing and strain so weakand Granite.
Wyncote, Pennsylvania. Treasurer, Mrs.1J. J. Leigh, of Vir- "The
ened me that I ran down in weight
United Sons of Confederate Veterans. •
;
Cards are inclosed to a reception
from 148 to 92 pounds. I tried a
ginja.
High Grade Work a Specialty.
"That the eons be urged to uniform
number
Custodian, Mrs. S. E. Gabbett, of I used of remedies to no avail until immediately after the ceremony at
One Minute Cough Cure.
Established Over 50 Years.
themselves in historic gray, but in so •
Four bottles of this wonderful reme- Woodland avenue.
Georgia.
1
doing omit from such uniforms all •
dy cured me entirely of the cough,
St. Louis was se4ected as the next strengthened my lungs
and restored
designations of military rank: and
Comes to HopkinsvIlle.
meeting place. The Daughters then me to my normal weight, health and
that they be urged in the designation
strength." Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Glarksville, Tenn.
adjourned.
of
their officers to use no military
Mr. W. H. Johnson, who has for
The Louisville'times says:
many years fired on the E. & G. will titles."
"Kentucky was; ably represented
hereafter run in a similar capacity
Z. Al.
at the national convention held this
The Kind You Have Ahvays Sow 0)
on the Hopkinevillemcommodation. Bean Ike
week at Charleston, S. C. The state
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson left Saturpresident, Mrs. Basil W. Duke, enMr. William W. Lacey died about
•
day for,Hopkinsvide where they will
joys wide acquaidtance and a wide three o'clock this morning
in his reside
•
in the future. While glad to
popularity. The ojrganization allows room over his saloon
on East Sev- hear
of Mr. Johnson's advancement
voting by proxy and the Kentucky enth street. He had been
ill only a their
•
many friends will regret their
chapters, which did not send dele- day. Wednesday he was in
usual removal
from Elk ton.—Todd County
gates, sent theiri proxies to Mrs. health and spent the
day hunting. Times.
Duke, so she had Many votes to cast. That night he did not feel well,
and
One of the most flourishing chapters
yesterday was not able to leave his
in the state that be represented is
Fall Samples
the Christian coonty chapter, of bed. Few of his friends knew of his
Are Now Ready For
Hopkinsville, of Which Mrs. L. M. illness and his death came as a great
Inspection.
1
Blakemore is the president."
shock to them.
(Special to New Era.)
0)
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Mexican Mustang Liniment
MOW

Lamving

Fire Burns,
Powder Burns,
or
Scalds from
Steam or Water,
matter how
severe the case
may be, is to
saturate a piece d
of soft, old linen cloth with
no

Hair

er

surpass it.
_
Dr. King's
New Discovery

Mexican
Miss::ming Liniment

assistant

and bind it loosely over the wound.
It gives quick relief from the stinging, smarting agony, prevents inflammation from developing, heals the sore
with a haste that is most gratifying,
and so thoroughly that it seldom
Leaves a scar. Keep the eleik we' with Use liniment.

Mexican Mustang Liniment
wee

P•venblefoot, Frosted Combs, etc., in Poultry.

ik,eowe#Aop,rvjv-edvo\ss\•Amkss,*
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MAR5KIDNEY PLASM{

h

• How Is
.1 Your Roof?

Mollumats

Som'l Hodgson

DEATH UNEXPECTED

6

•••

Fall
Clothing

FIGHTING TRUST

A House of
Peculiar Design

Is often ttie result of permitting its
plans and specifications to be prepared by contractors and builders or the
inexperienced hands or having no
plans at

all.

Don't Build That Way

Mr. Lacey was 59 or GO years of
age. He leaves a widow and five
children.
"Where are you going my pretty
The funeral will take place tomorrow morning ats10 o'clock, and the
maid?"
remains will be interred in Hope"To subscribe for the New Era, well cemetery.
sir," she said.

Mother Coosa Up-to-Date.

"Will you get a premium, my pretAlterations and changes cost. Better tell me what you want and let me ty maid?"
prepare yoor rlans and specifications
"Perhaps, if I am at all lucky, but
even if I don't happen to, why goodness kncrws I'll get all the news,both
local and general, handled in a fresh
office H. St C.
or, Main St readable style, with bright bditorial
Phoue 51.8.
comment and all that sort ol thing,
don't you know, so I'll be getting my
Professional Cards money's worth all right, all right,
anyway.
Hunter Wood,
Hunter Wood Jr
Kind sir," she said.
Hunter Wood 41, Son,
_

JAS. L. LONG,
Architect

Attys-at-Law.

LEXINGTON, Ky., Nov. 13.—Over 300 tobacco growers, representing
the white burley districts of Ohio
and Kentucky, are holding a meeting here for the purpose of arranging
details of a loan of 00,000,000 offered
Doesn
t Respect Old Age.
'
by the New York Security WareIt's shameful when youth fails to
house company to handle the crop so
show proper respect for old age. but as to wrest the control of the product
just the contrary in the case of Dr. from the tobacco trust.
King's New Life Pills. They cut off
maladies no matter hoW severe and
irrespective of old age. Dyspepsia,
Digests what you eat.
jaundice, fever, constipation all yield
to this perfect pill. 25c-at Cook &
Higgins' and L. L. Elgin's drug
stores.

illedol Dyspepsia Cure

Rock=a=13ye Baby

Women as Well as Men
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.

Will Board.
Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
Kidney trouble preys upon hie mind, dis
HOPKIbiSVILLE, : KENTUCKY. Dr. and Mee. T.: L. Bacon have courages and '.c.ssens ambition; beauty, vigor
gerrSpecial attentions to cases in
and cheerfulness soon
*. -e•
broken up housekeeping and have
bankruptcy.
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
taken board with their daughter,
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
or diseased
Mrs. W. A. Wilson, on East Seventh
Kidnej trouble has
Dr Lula E. Oldham,
become so prevalent
street.
OSTEOPATHS.
that it is not uncommon
Graduates American School of Osfor a child to be born
teopathy, Kirksville, Mo. We are
°afflicted with weak kid;Climatic Cures.
yraduates of the two years' course
neys. If the child urin( -equired by all reputable schools of 'fhe influence of climatic condiates too often, if the
(iteopathy) oonsisting of four terms tions in the cure Of consumption is urine scalds the flesh or If, when the child
of five months each, actual class at- very much overdrawn. The poor pa- reaches an age when it should be able to
tendance.
controI the passage, it is yet afflicted with
Office first house south of Methodist tient. and the rich patient too, can bed-wetting. depend upon it. the cause of
church. Consultation and examina- do much better at home by proper the difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
attention to food, digestion, and a step should be towards th;: treatment of
tion free. Ph me 264.
regular use of German Syrup. Free these important organs. This unpleasant
expectoration in the morning is made troiible is due to a diseased condition of the
ki !.leys and bladder and not to a habit as
certain by German Syrup, so is a most people suppose.
good night's rest and the absence of
Women as well as met! are made misthat weakening cough and debilita- trable with kidney and bladder trouble,
At Layne & Moseley's stable, 9th ting night sweat. Restful nights and and both need the same great
remedy.
St. Telephone 680.
the exhaustion due to coughing, the The mild and the iinmediate effect ot
greatest clanger and dread of the con- Swamp-Root is soon realizea. If is sold
sumptive, can he prevented or stop- by druggists, in fifty ped by taking German Syrup liberal- cent and one dollar
anti regularly. Should you be able sizes. You may have a
Attorney-at-Law ly
to go to a warmer clime, you will sample bottle by mail
xn
4ri..'t•i Teacher of Book-keeping, Short find that the thousands of consump- free, also pamphlet tell- Horne sr He-amp-Root.
ha d and Typewriting. livaranteee tives there, the few who are benefit- ing all about it, including many of the
tisfaction to Industrious pupils. ted and regain strength are those thousands of testimonial letters received
Alto egoista in securing lucrative po- who use German Syrup. Trial bot- from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
•
sitions.
tles, 25c; regular size, 75c. At all &Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
Office. North Main St., Yonts Blk druggists.
mention this Darer.
Don't make any mistake, hut re3SI. 1.411..
Swamp-Root, Dr.
member
Nind Yoi Hats Aiwa
Be* Kilmer'sthe
Sears the
Swamp-Root, and the address, Binghs;mpton, N. Y., on ovary
for Coughs. Colds and Crump. `tutor'
et
bottle.

()thee in

J. W.SMITH,
Veterinary Snrgeon.
HAMPT3N FOX,

OseMinuteCoughOure

t
t

name,

These are sweet words, but hi-w much
pain and suffering they used to mean. It's
different now. Since Mother's Friend has
become known expectant mothers have
been spared much cf the anguish of ch:Idbirth. Mother's friend is a Eniment to be
applied externally. It is rubbeg thoroughly
Into the muscles of the abdomen. It gives
elasticity and streegth, and when the final
great strain comes they respond quickly and
easily without pain. Mother's Fr:end is
never taken internally. Internal remedies
at this time do more harm than good. If a

•

Have you examined
your Roof and Guttering to
see what shape they are in for Fall
and winter rains. We do Tin
Work, Galvanised
Iron Worji,
Roofing, Guttbring,
Cornice IN orK, Tank Work
and Guarantee it to be the best. You
should not put off work of
this Kind as it may
result in a
damage to your property. See our large stock of

Stoves, Ranges,
•
Tin, Granite,
(40
Glass, China &
til
Wooden Ware. to
to
Call or Phone 185-3.

Suits From $14.00
•
Pants From $4.50
Cleaning,
Pressing, Repairing,
Etc.

Ed.J.Dullcall

• GEO. W. YOUNG,

• No.107, Main St.

Hopkinsville,KY.

•
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Illinois
Central
Railroad
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TIME ,
CARD
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Effective Sunday, Aug 16th
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NO. 338, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinsville
6.40 a ns
Arrives Princeton.,
744)a in
Paducah
"
9.25 a m
11:35 am
Cairo
"
Arrives St. Louis
6 16 p in
Arrives Chicago
..1(1:00 p in
•••016•1=MI•••

NO.334, DAILY
Leaves Hopkinsville
Arrives Princeton
Henderson.
"
Evansville.
Leaves Princeton
Arrives Louisville
Leaves Princeton.
Arrives Paducah.
Arrives Memphis.
Arrives New 0,1e sus

Ally. 4
\

i f Al
1,t1

TYPEWRITING
4

11:30 a m
12:36 pm ,
5:03 p m I
6:16 p in '
12:43 p in ,
5:35 p m i
2'07 p m ,
345p m
10:50 p in
10:00 am

1 v-

SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPinia AN..., ALL
BUS161Ce3 BRAUCHER. TAUGtiT IS Trsi: 41061
PitACTICAL MAN5....1 AT
a

LOCKYEAR'S
BUSINESS COLLEGE
LAFiGt1STtriO

!levee Teachers
Cheap Board

BEST

Thirty Typewriters
Positions tor Graduates

Handsome Catalogue Free

Writs for one
If

BUSINESS COLLEGE

NO 304 DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
EVANSVILLE, IND.
Leaves Hopkinsville
4:30 p m
Arrives PrinePtori..........6:30 p in
Y,eaves -Princeton
3:03 a m ,
Arrives Louisville
7.50 a in '
Leaves Princeton
2.23 a m'
Arrives Memphis
8:20 a in
New Orleans
7:55 p in
woman is supplied with this splendid liniriff BEST /5 TIM &MAPES?'
ment she need never fear rising or swelling
Polke4- ping
NO 336, SUNDAY ONLY.
breasts, morning sickness. or any (f the
3:40 pm
Penman
-71htzg
discomforts which usually accompany preg- Leaves Hopkinsville
Arrives Princeton
4:42 p in
nancy.
ighorlhaitff:
0
laJ
The proprietor of a large hotel in Tampa. Leaves Princeton ....... ....4:47 p m
7J/Rpoerill.
,y
M:50 p m
Fla., writes: "My wife had an awful time Arrives Memphis.....
s;
P/efraih,!
10:00 a in
with her first child. During her second Arrives New Orleans
pregnancy. Mother's Friend was used and
I
Am—afar
the baby was born easily before the doctor No 341 daily ex'pt Sunday ar. 7:50a m
4r)
arrived. It's certainly great."
No 385 Sunday only arrives 10:35 a
attalopgs
**.
4.4a1ivi
No 333 daily arrives 3:20 p
Oct Mother's Friend at the
No 381 daily, arrives 11:10 pm
drug store. $1 per bottle.
Northeast Corner 2nd and Walnut Streets.
s
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CC.,
experienced
teachers,
Seven
each one a specialist in his line. Grail ll •
F. W. HARLOW,D. P. A.
Atlanta, Ga.
Louisville, Ky.
ates of this college preferred by business houses. School open all year.
Write for ova free illustrated beak."Before Bab/
it
E. M.SHERwoon, Agent, students can enter at any time. Business houses supplied with cons
le Born."
Hopkinsville, Ky. office help.

•

•

toa•rr`40.01,
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THANKSGIVING DAY

CASTORIA

PROCLAMATION iSSU E D

The Kind You Have
Always'Bought

No People Have More Reason Than Kentuckians to

Gov. Beckham has issued the fol1)sy proclamalowing Than
tion:
`•Commoti weal t h et, Jentueky,
Executive Deparinient.—No people
Olt earth have more reason tt, be
grat-ful to Almighty tiod for his
benefactions and bounties than have
the citizens of this great republic.
In less than a cetittiry and a half it
has grown to be the most sprendid
nation the world ever sew. Beginits txistent;ti under grievous
difficulties and struggling against
powerful obstacles it has placed itself in the forefront of all countries
and has taught the human race valuable lessons in the art of self government, in progress, in development
in civilization and in the betterment
of man's condition. Peace, plent3,
and prosperity have been given our
people, and it is, therefore, a pr,tiseworthy custom that national rtcognition and individual gratitude
should be given to Him from whom
these favors have come.
"In conformity to this custom I
oppoint Thursday, November 26,
1903, as a day of Thanksgiving and
rest throughout the commonwealth
of Kentucky, that our people, true to
the spirit of this institution and
thankful for their many blessings,
may lay aside for the day their
worldly customs and give praise to
the great and good author of all our
happiness. Lt Keatuckians praise
him, not alone for the grandeur of
our nation, but also for the success
and prosperity cf our own great commonwealth.
"Let as not, in imitation of the
Pharisee and hypocrite, thank him
that we are not like other people,but
Let us in humble gratitude fo him rejoice that our state is not sopassed
by any in the union and thatIlw people are as good,as brave, as generous
and as patriotic as any on earth.
ttimony 7/hereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
great.seal of the commonwealth to
be affixed. Done at Frankfort this
13th day of November, 1903, and in
the 112th of the commonwealth.
"J. C. W. Beckham, governor,
"By C. B. Hill, secretary of state."
The Peruna Almanac In 8,000,000 Homes.
The Peruna Lucky Almanac has
become a fixture in over eight million homes. They are to be obtained
at any first class druggista, free. Be
sure to inquire early. The 1904 Almanac is already published, and the
supply will soon be exhausted. .D1
not put it off. Get one today.
Chamberlain's Cough Rem-

MRS. JOHN H. BELL PASS-

AVegdable Preparationfor Asshntlating the Food andlleg ulaling the5tommlis andBoweis of

IN1.11S1

Bears the
Signature
of

H11.1)R1.!\

Promotes Digestion,Cheerrut•
ness and Rest Contains neither
OpiwOlorphine norIlineraL

NOT NARCOTIC.
Pow

01I111-Stif1121PffeffiR

iiotgotet;e Seed ALtr Sousa •
&aid* SoliAviv

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

141:
0es
Sedm#
A perfect Remedy for Cons
Ron,Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms,Convulsions,Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP

or
4444'
eiseffir
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FacSimile Signature

NEW YORK.
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JEALOUS NEGRO SHOOTS WOMAN
AND THEN MURDERS HIS RIVAL.
Dance At Oak Crove Terminates In a Tragedy.--Slayer
Escaped and Has Not Been Captured.

Andrew Houston is dead and Nannie Moore is seriously wounded as
the result Of the marksmanship of
Henry Young, a jealous lover, at a
colored donde given Friday night at
the cabin Of Sam Garrott at Oak
Grove.
According to the story told by those
present, Houston, who was working
on the Tennessee Central railroad,
had been keeping company with the
Moore woman, at which Young took
offense. Afl three attended the
dance and about 9 o'clock Nannie
Moore stepped into the yard where
Young was leaning against the fence.
He at once !commenced to tell her
that she must not let Houston see

her home, making his statement in
a threatening manner. The woman
replied to the effect that she had no
engagement with Houston and nothing had been said about making one,
but that Young had no voice in the
matter. Young quickly drew his
pistol and fired, the ball striking the
woman in the side. He then turned
and fired at Houston, who was standing in the door. Two of the bullets
entered Houston's head through the
eyes and a third through the mouth.
Young escaped and has not been apprehended. Dr. Bell attended the
wounded woman and removed the
ball. Her condition is considered
critical. 11 uston wafilelled instantly.

-GRANDi.

THIRTY FIVE
PRESENTS

OOPER& C
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Grove's
Tasteless Chill Tonic
has stood the test 25 years.

Average Annual Sales OVer'One and a Half Million
bottles. Does this record of merit appeal to you?
No Cure, No Pay.
50c•

Who Livod a Life of
Usefulness.

(From Saturday's Daily
After an illness of several weeks
of a complication of diseases superinduced by a severe attack of the
grip, Mrs. Mary Susan Bell, the beloved wife of Mr. John H. Bell, died
about one o'clock this morning at
her home on East Seventti street.
Her condition had been such for several days that the family had practically abandoaed hope for her recovery. Her death causes great
sorrow among a large circle of devoted friends. Mrs. Bell was an ember
of the Garth family of Todd county.
She was a noble Christiau woman of
positive cheracNr and fine intellect.
She understood and valued the real
ancl true ti;ings if life arid avoided
all pretense.
To her iriends she was loyal and
helpful, in the home circle loving
and unselilati, finding her greatest
happiness in contributing to the comfort and pleasure of her family, and
in the church she was a willing worker, giving generously of her time
and strength when she was needed.
She is survived by her husband
and nine children. Her sons are Dr.
Darwin Bell, of Gracey; Garth Bell,
of Louisville; Frank Bell, of Texas,
and Webb and John Bell, of this
city. Her daughters are Mrs. Kittle
Campbell, of 'texas; Miss Addle
Bell, of Texas; Miss Jennie Bell, of
this city, and Mrs. John Bible, of
Iona, Mich.
The funeral will take place Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
Christian church. The services will
be conducted by Rev. H, D. Smith.
Interment in Hopewell cemetery.
Cures Blood one Satin Dimmer,Itching Humors, Eczema. Scrofula,etc.
Send no money—simply write and
cry Botanic Blood "Ulm at our expense. A personal trial of Blood
Balm is better than a thousand printed testimonia's, 80 don't hesitate to
write for a free sawn pie.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh or any blood or skin disease,
we advise you to take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. BO EspecIally. recom•
mended for old, obstinate, deep-seated cages of malignant blood or skin
diseases, because BotanicBloodBahn
kills the poison in the :blood. Cures
where all else fails, heals every sore,
makes the bloed pure and rich, gives
the skin the rich glow of health.B.B.
B., the most perfect blood purifier
made. Thoroughly tested for thirty
years. Cost $1 per large bottle at
drug stores; To prove it cures, sample of Blood Balm sent free by writing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Describe trouble and free medical
advice sent in sealed letter.gerThis
is an honest offer—medicine sent at
once, prepaid.
--•••111••••1110.•••••••----
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On Dec. 29, the New Era will distribute
its subscribers 25 premiums as listed below.

41•-••.••C

The list has been,made as varied as possible so as to appeal to all and the lucky
ones may well feel proud to win any one or more of the valuable articles offered. Every one who enters this contest is assured that perfectly fair and just
methods will be used in distributing the gifts and each one stands just as good
a chance as another. The premiums, which are now on display in the show
window of the Summers building, opposite Cooper's "Red Front." Grocery on •
Main Street, are as follows:
5.
PREM. No. 1-1 barrel "Supreme" Patent
Flour, manufactured by Acme Mills& Elevator Co.
PREM. No. 2—Geo.S.Parker "Lucky Curve"
Fountain Pen.
PREM. No. 3—Elegant Fancy Parlor Lamp,
with Globe, etc.
PREM. No. 4-1 doz.FineGentlemen'sHandkerchiefs.
PREM. No. 5-1 pair "Queen Quality" $3.50
Ladies' Shoes.
PREM. No. 6-2 two-lb. cans Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand Fine Coffee.
PREM. No. 7—Drop-head Sewing Machine,
manufactured by White Sewing Machine
Co. Elegant quartered oak.
PREM. No. 8— Fine quality Heavy Plush,
and beautiful design Winter Lap Robe.
PREM. No. 9-1 genuine George Wostenholui Razor.
PREM.No.10-1 year's subscription to Weekly New Era.
PREM. No. 11—$5.00 Ladies' Hat, to be selected by winner.
PREM. No. 12-2 lb. box Lowuey's fineCandy
PREM. No. 13—Ladies Silk Waist Pattern,
to be selected by winner.
PREM. No. 14—Box of fifty "GoldStandard"
Cigars, manufactured by H.L. Lebkeucher, Hopkinsville, Ky.

/
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PREM. No. 15-1 guaranteed genuine Raw
Hide Buggy Whip. PREM. No. 16-1 pair Men's Fine Shoes.
PREMILTM1No.17-1 Barrel Perfection Patent
Flour, manuf'ed by Crescent Milling Co.
PREM. No. 18-5 lbs. Red Duke SmokingTobacco, manufactured by Hopkinsville Tobacco Mfg. Co.
PREM. No.19-1 year's subscription to Daily
New Era.
PREM. No. 20-1 Fine Gentleman's Hat, to
be selected by winner.
PREM. No. 21—One half dozen best Cabinet
Photographs. To be made by W. 1/
Bowles, Hopkinsville, Ky.
PREM. No.22-1 handsomeGetttleman's Riding Bridle.
PREM. No. 23-1 year's subscription to Daily
Courier-Journal.
PREM. No. 24-1 best quality Single Barrel
12 guage Shot Gun. This gun is bored
for either black or smokeless powder and
is fitted with automatic shell ejector.
PREM. No. 25-1 "Enterprise" Meat and
This machine has
Vegetable Chopper.
four different size cutting blades and
will prove of inestimable value to the
housekeeper.

How the Contest will be Conducted.
For each 50c paid on subscription to either the WEEKLY or DAILY
NEW ERA a blank ticket will be issued to such person on which he will
write his name and address, and it will be deposited in a large wheel which
will be sealed.

Al I O'clock, on Dec. 29,
a committee, composed of Mayor Jouett Henry, Judge Douglas Bell atid Major E. B. Bassett, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets A
child will be blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time.
This ticket will be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of its
genuineness the name will be read aloud The first prize will be given to the
person whose name is on the first ticket drawn from the wheel,the second prize
to the person whose name is on the second ticket and so on, until all the prizes
are given away. No other conditions apply to contestants xcept that 50c must
be paid on subscription for every ticket.
Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in their remittances with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel and
that they will be PROMPTLY NOTIFIED in case they should araw a prize.
No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contest.
All subscribers who are in arrears are urged to pay their subscriptions at
once and get their names in early.
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited to
do so and get as many chances as possible to win one or more of the prizes, as
under the conditions it is possible for one person to win them all.
The subscription prices will remain the same as before, $5.00 per year,

$2.50 for six months,$1.25 for three months, or 10c per week
for the Daily to any part of the United States. The Weekly, the largest
and best weekly paper published in the country, $1.00 per year.
Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one, no
matter whether you have one or one hundred chances.

Send remittances to

ow Era Pub.Co..
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

1orD0 NOT SEND STAMPS.

To Cure a Cold in One Day
Take

Tablets. ,
Laxative Brom Quininesignature
,mi.

*wee Nies bones sold Is past 13 months.

This

Cures Crip
in Two Dam

o every
box.35c.

Ila
.41111•11611111seiNkina-,
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Enclosed with every bottle is•Tow Cant packsse ot Crimre's neck Loot.
Liver 1111s.

•

edy Is Pleasant to Take.
The finest quality of granulated
Cause Of a Historic Theft Is
loaf sugar is used in the manufacKnown.
ture of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and the roots used ia its preparJohnny was poring over a copy of
ation give it a flavor similar to WAMother
Goose's rhymes, and when
pie syrup, making it quite Neitikeet
to take. Mr. W. L. Roderick, of
he
came
to "Hey, Diddle, Diddle,
Now on exhibition at our store as follows:
Poolesville, Md., in speaking of this
the cat and the fiddle, etc.." he lookremedy, says: "I have used Chamed up and said,"Pa, what made the
berlain's Cough Remedy with my
children for several years and can
dish run away with the spoon?"
truthfully say it is the best preparaPaterfamilias scratched his head
tion of the kind I know of. The 1st-1 marble to Dough Kneader & 19—Year sub. Weekly New Era.
children like to take it and it has no
• Beaten Biscuit Machine.
thoughtfully for a moment, then
20—Extra large French Rat Trap
injurious after effect." For sale by 2-100 lbs Granulated Sugar.
21-100 lbs. Granulated Sugar
said,
"Well, Johnny, if the occurL. L. Elgin.
8-1 Fancy Broom.
22-12 packages Pyles Pearline
4-12 packages Arbuckles Coffee.
23-1 Fancy Coal Vace.
rence had been in these days I would
5-1 bbl. Finest Patent Flour.
24-8 lb box Ky.Diamond Tobacco. say that Mr.
Dish was hard up for
Married In Hopkinsville. 6—Year subscription to Independent 25-6 qt Granate Bucket.
7-1 White Bowl and Pitcher.
26—Year sub. Daily New Era.
cash and thought that if he could
8-1 box 100 cakes Pretty Soap.
27-6 cans Ferndel Corn.
get the spoon he could pawn it for
28-5 lb box I owney's Candy.
The Trigg °malty clerk issued li- 9-1 Tin Water Set.
10-60 lb sack Family Flour.
29—lb cau Chase & Sanbourn's Seal enough to subscribe to the New Era
cense Tuesday for the marriage of 11-1 box 50 Jock° Cigars.
Brand Mocha and Java Coffee.
and get some chances in their big
Mr. Hilsod Peal, of Trigg Furnace, 12—Year subscription Kentuckian. 30-6 lb Red Duke Smoking Tobacco.
13-1 bbl Cuba Molasses.
31-12 cakes Lana Oil Toilet Soap.
premium contest."
and Miss Hattie Gray, of near Cadiz, 14-20 lbs Granulated Sugar.
32—Year sub.HopkinsvilleMessenger
33—One wooden top Dough Kneader
and the young couple went to Hop 15-5 lb box Creameta Candy.
16—Elegant 12-piece Chamber Set.
and Beaten Biscuit Machine.
kinsville, where the wedding took 17-24 lb sack Patent Flour.
34—Year sub. Ladies Home Journal.
FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
18-10 lb Red Gravy Ham.
35—One Elegant Parlor Lamp.
place yesterday.
A dinner and reception will ipe
New Way of Using Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
gives by the groom's mother today
Mr.
Arthur Chapman,writing from
dear Trigg Furnace.
Durban,
Natal, South Africa, says:
The
Ones
to
Secure
the Above Special PremMr. Peal is a son of Perry Peal, de:
"As
a
proof
that Chamberlain's
iums to Be Determined As Follows:
ceased, and is one of the county's
Cough Remedy is a cure suitable for
With each Cash Purchase of 25c we will give 1 ticket; 59c, 2 tickets;
most prominent farmers. His bride
*1, 4 tickets. ! One ticket going with eack 25c cash purchase up to any old and young, I pen you the followIs a daughter of Mrs. Lou N. Gray, amount Wt*will place a duplicate of each ticket given out in a wheel kept ing: A neighbor of mine had a child
of near Cadiz, and is a beautiful girl for that purpose and on above date at 1 p in we will'have three Oisinterest- just over two months old. It had a
ed judges to superintend the distribution. The wheel will be revolved very bad cough and the parents did
bud a social favorite.—Cadiz Record. around a nuttiber of times and then a child blindfolded will draw a ticket
from the wheel and the number will be announced by one of the judges,and not know what to give it. I suggestthe holder of the ticket will be entitled to the first premium. The same ed that if they would get a bAtle of
You Know What You Ai.*
proceedings will be gone through until all premiums have been distributed. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
All holders of tickets must be present or some one with their numbers put some on the dummy teat the baTaking
and the name and address of the owner. If they fail to be present they will
When you take Grove s Tasteless forfeit to holders of tickets remaining in the wheel aid the distribution by was sucking it would no doubt
cure the child. This they did and
Chill Tonic because the formula is will proceed as originally.
brought about a quick relief and
plainly printed on every bottle showcured the baby." Thie remedy is for
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinsale by L. I,. Elgin.
ine in a tasteless form. No Cure, No
Pay. 50c.
•IS• ID gig CP TLX
L
flit Kind Yoe
Ahoy:IMO
IteseQw
K04101 Dyspepsia Curs
ligs•ban
sems whet you eet.
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TAW

A Noble Christian Woman

oirr DINRINTION!
Red Front, opposite Court House,
We will distribute among our customers on
Tuesday, December 29, 1903,
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ES AWAY.

For Infants and Children.

BY COV BECKHAM.

Be Crateful.

CALLED TO REWARD
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- "JUDGE" CAM By GRAVE OF WIFE MA. WILSON DEAD

•

BANKRUPTCY RULES

LITTON SALE

.40..t0010
.

William N. Hill, a prosperous
farmer of the Three Folks vicinity
The Keystone
THREE NEW ONES ARE
ONE OF THE FRUIT- HILL was today adjudged insane in the HAD BEEN ILL FOR SEVof Good Health
taken
to
trcuit court arid ordered
LAID DOWN.
BURCLARS.
ERAL MONTHS.
is pure food.
thaWestern Karitueky Asylum for
Judge Evans, on Saturday, prothe Insane at Hopkinsville. Hill is
4
mulgated three additional rules of
of
a middle aged man whose insanity
In
practice for the guidance of bankIdentified by His Paha-Who dates back to LIM death of his wife Mrs. Fort Passes Away
is an coffee—no glazing of attorneys in the United States court.
Nashville—Mrs. Courtsigiat years ago.i Since that time it
Were Tracked by
eggs or glue to conceal de- The addition of the three rules laid
has been plainly viable that his
ney's Demise.
Bloodhounds.
fects and cheapen its quality. down Saturday makes a total of
mind was affectScl though it did not
Fresh and uniform, rich
fifteen rules of practice which hav,reach what wee.considered by his
in flavor, because always in
Will be held at their Sale Stable
been adopted by Judge Evaos since
est *
sealed packages—never in
family the dangerous stage until last
rit
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
(From iludselkl
bulk.
in flopliinsville.
the bankruptcy law went into effect
Bob Vass, alias -.1ndge," colored summer.
M.r. R. H. Wilson, Sr.,a prominent
in
1898. The rules are as follow,:
Ever since the death of his wife
was, arrested yesterday at Outtiti
South -Christiaretattnef,died SLThda
Whenever
'creditors shall file a pe
by Marshal Bob Burma and brought Hill has been suffering fro' i inelan night at his home in the l'embrok
tition
for
an
adjudication of bank0101Y and Ireuldkemain at the grave
here on the charge of compliottly
vicinity after a protracted illness of
ruptcy against a debtor upon the
for davs ata time. He finally gat so
the robbery .of the store of Maid
a complication of diseases. - He was
ground that he has made a general
bad that he would not return to his
Smith at Fruit Hill last week. Whet
a gentleman who was admired and
Sale commencs at 10 o'clock sharp. ThiA will he a
assignment for the benefit of his
be was brought before the other two home for his meals nor when, night respected by all who knew him, and
creditors,
they shall file with Weil b;g sale and a large lot of miles and
came, and often his aged father and
horses will be sold.
Died at Herndon.
negroes.who were tracked by, Dixie
Welitlan
in every relation of.life
petition
an
authenticated
copy
oi
mother have gone to the:
,cemetery in
Bring
in your (1001) mules and horses as we expetS some
Miss Rosie Northington died Sun!lite- was
and caught the same night of the
excellent CitiettaA_.
the deed of assignment.
a vain endeavor to coax the dementday
at her home near Herndon. Bubuyers for this class of stock.
robbery, they identified him as'the
blameless and full of good deeds.
Whenever creditors shall file a pe
ed maa to return to his home, but he
rial
took
place Tuesday.
third man in the party, although be
He was a life-long Christian and a
tition for an adjudication of bankwould not do so until he was comstrenuously denies having eny
devoted member of the Spathern
ruptcy against a debtor upon th
pelled to leave from sheer exhaus• is• "
Death of Mrs. Owen.
knowledge whatever of the affair
church:
Presbyterian
grounds
that, being insolvent, he has.
tion.
Mrs. James Owen died Friday at
He had on a coat which was identiFuneral services will e 'field toapplied
for
a receiver or trustee fo‘
A few weeks ago, however, he behe¼home near Sinking Fork. Her
fied by Mr. Smitn. While In jail at
-o'clock at
morrow morning at
his property, or upon the grouui
came violent and on several occadeath was due to rheumatism,from
Guthrie it is claimed that Vase tried
the late residence, and the remains
that because of insolvency a receive!
We will also sell at &action on the same day thirty
sions threatened the lives of the fawhich she had long been a sufferer.
to slip this coat out of the window
will be interred atHopewell cemetery
trustee haa been put in charge 01 head of thnroughbred and high grade Jersey
ther and mother.
She was seventy years of age, and
Cc vs and
but was caught in the act. He also
in this city. The deceased was boat,
his
property
under
tbe
tb.
laws
of
An effort was made several weeks
Heifers This is a part of the Asylum herd and extra nice
several children survive her. Interin his possession a telescope contaiuMay 8, 1834 in Luneburgh county,
itate or of the United States. the
ago to bring him to the city to be
ment took place Saturday in the famlot of stock and will be a rare chance to buy a fine cow.
ing a pair of ladles' shoes of large
Virginia. He was reared in his na'halt
file
with
their
petition
autried for lunacy,bat ho became aware
ily burying ground.
Cattle sale will begin at 1 o'clock prompt.
size, which had been slightly worn,
in the
henticated copy oiPany pleading co
of the plans of WS relatives and left tive state, where he engaged
a lady's skirt pattern, a lady's ready
coming
a. other writing applying for an ap
his home. He hid in a cliff of tbe pursuit of agriculture until
Under Bond.
made skirt and some narrow braid.
to Christian county in 1869. He was
river a short distahce from his home
At the examining trial of Ernest pointment of such receiver or trusThis all seemed to be new, but Mr.
February
8,
on
married,in
Virginia
and no amount of coaxing could inWatkins, colored, who shot and kill- tee, and also of the judgment or or
Smith could not positively identify
1863,
to
Miss
Margaret
A.
Smitinwho
ed Hume Sharp, colored, at New- der made thereon, and also of an;
duce him to leave.
it. The prisoner waived an examindied about twelve years ago. In the
A ruse was tried by his parents
stead on election day, the prisoner order putting any receiver or trustei
ing trial and was held with the other
spring of 1861, Mr. Wilson entered
which they thought would prove sucwas held under a $400-bond to await in charge of his property.
East 9th Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
two to awalta.he action of the grand
the Confederate army as a - member
In
all
cases
where objections to tto
•
cessful, but it only exemplified the
r he action of the grand jury.
Jury.
of
calvary
in
the
Virginia
North
discharge
of
a
fact that Hill's cotidition was growbankrupt is mach
upon the ground that he had in vol
ing worse daily asid unless he could which he served about two years;
Last Sad Rites.
untary proceedings been granted
be taken away something serious in he was detailed as a recruiting offiThe funeral service over the relischarge within six years, an aucer and drill master in Virgiuia,
ismammusememommimmemins
all probability wo4ld result.
mains of the late Mrs. John H. Bell. chenticated copy of the order grant
in which capacity, with the COUJIlliS•
The ruse was the sending to him a
took place Sunday afternoon at the ing such discharge and showing th* Calls for HEATERS, and the best place to buy thby•
'11
As 1904 approaches—the year in
Won of lieutenant, he served until
Christian church, and was impress- late thereof shall be filed with tte
hoe. We have a nice assortment assortment of tbe
which the greatest of all expositions notice from the sh4riff that the taxes
about
the
war
in
close
of
the
1865.
)bjection.
ively conducted by the Rev. H. D.
will commemorate the purchase of on his property vire long past aue
Mr.
Wilson
resident
of
Hopwas
a
ape
Smith. A large concourse of sort. the Louisiana territory from France and unless they ware paid his farm
returnkinsvitle
years,
six
or
eight
ouid
have to be sold. He paid
rowing fliends paid by their pres—citizens of Kentucky are showing
ing to one of his farms near Pemabsolutely
no
ebrated
attention to the notice
ence a tribute to the memory of the
a greater enthusiasm over the cerbroke
He
was
ago.
several
years
deceased. The floral designs were
tainty that Kentucky will dot only and remained indifferent to all else
Home
BUCKS
married about seven years ago to
in
the
world
except
the
numerous and beautiful. The regrave
of his
have a state building at this world's
Mrs. Woods and she survives him.
mains were laid to rest in Hopewell
A
fair in St. Louis, but will be repre- wife.)
Five
of
his
first
children
were
born
BOB WHITE'S DAYS ARE
They finally succeeded in bringing
cemetery.
sented in every department of the
livstill
marriage,
all
of
whom
are
big show by exhibits of her products him to the city today, he being too
NUMBERED.
ing. They are: Mr. Wilbur F.
d.
What
a
Pity.
weak
to
resist.
and resources and industries that
Come in and examine theta before placing your ordersWilson, of St. Louis; Prof. R. H. Isn't it a pity that the New Era's
His
father
and mother both testicon but mark the dawn of a new era
Wilson, Jr., of the University of premium contest hadn't been • decidiee tour line of
(From Monday's Daily.)
for development of all the bidden fied that in their opinion it would be
dangerous to him and others as well Virginia; Mr. Edward Wilson, of ed before the 16th, _so that some of
The bird law expired yesterday
wealth of the commonwealth.
ook Stoves
Denver,
Col.;
Mr.
Guy
Wilson,
of
nimrods
could
have
the
drawn
the
and notwithstanding the high wine
Not a day passes but that the mails if he was not confined in an asylum.
the Illinois Central railroad, and handsome gun which is premium
'aid threatening aspect of the clouds
and Ranges!
carry to the Kentucky Exhibit asso- He will be taken to Hopkineville to- Miss Maggie Wilson, of Pembroke.
‘t•
No.
24.
lopkinsville sportsmen were in th•
ciation in Louisville—the organiza- night.
Hill
is
said to be worth several
leld early today. The local house; These stoves are without equal in the Cook stove world
tion whiela has made possibie the
Mrs.
Fort's
Death.
ae,
Killed By Train.
They combine beauty with maxium dutabily
which carry hunting supplies sa3
representation of the state at tbis ex- thousand dollars.--Bowling Green
A telegram to Mr. John H. Bell,
Manton,
of
Frank
Chicago,
was
that Saturday's trade in this line was
and usefulness Our mottos:
position—letters from public-spirited News.
Jr., from Dr. Rufus E. Fort,of Nash- killed at Shrive's crossing near
'he heaviest ever known, but ascitizens who express deep gratificaville, announcing the death at 1:40 Bakers Hill Saturday morning la3
Fair Dealings!
Courteous Treatment'
Closed on Attachment.
this had been anticipated and a ful,
tion over the progress that has been
..o.
Mason
62.
He
worked
for
the
o'clock this morning of his mother,
Reasonable Prices!
iloge Co., and was a foreman, lie supply of ammunition and guns had
made. Everywhere there is a feelMrs.
Jullall'ort.
The
deceased
was
Irvin & Tuggle's grocery at Gracey
was 45 year old.
been bought, the supply Wall not N
lug that the world's fair of 1904 holds
has been closed on an execution in a sister of the late Mrs.John H. Bell.
iv means exhausted.
Under flit
for Kentucky an upportuulty to show favor
By a peculiar coincidence her death

LAYNE & MOSELEY'S
Next Monthly Auction Sale

Lion Coffee

Allules& Horses

Saturday, Damb-cr 5th.

30 Head Jerseys!

LAYNE & MOSELEY
Cold Weather

VIMITITFOF STATE

NIMADOS1N FIELD.

Famous /I
Radiant

catcrs

The Cel-

At Reasonable Prices!

C

of Weak Bras., of Paducah.
her wares to the rest of mankind in Other
property of tbe drat has also
a way 1111,1111 before presented and been
levied upon Willie same action.
she efforts of the Exhibit association
to grasp this chaise. is roundly applauded.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY

Princeton Illeat Yale.

occurred at exactly the hour of the

night that Mrs. Boll died. Mrs. Port
was about eley-flee yews old and
before she married was a Miss Garth

On Saturday, Princeton furnished
the season's surprise by defeating
We fur the 1416sterti
by the score of 11 to 6, Di Witt winMax the victory by kicking a goa

of Trenton. She had many friends
here who will learn of her death with Ntom placement.
great regret.

law quail can only be killed elk weeli
lout of the year,from Nov,16 to Jan. 1.
Several partial have gone out lot
the week, taking6ents,supplies, W.,
and will not return until they have

had their fill of shooting. J. D. HigIt seems that for once Kentuckians
gins, Ernest Higgins, L. E. Fowler
are a unit on one proposition, and
Business.
After
and Rohl. Shaw have gone to Tradethat the representation of the state
iteld An Interesting Meeting
Seventy-five representative. bush
Mrs.
Mary
Courtney.
water for the week.
at the St. Louis exposit'on. Those
Mrs. Mary Courtney, widow of the nese men of Louisville left last midMonday.
'who have visited the grounds at At.
late James Courtney, died at her night for an invasion of the south. Charles 0. Prowse, Lewis Waller
Louis this year front Kentucky have
home north of town near the poor They will be gone until Saturday and Guy Starling are camping out in
I
looked with pride on tbe "New 'KenThe medical society of the county house yesterday morning. She was night, visiting many cities of com- North Christian, near Kirk mansville.
five different
E. B. Long, James Allentworth,
tucky Home" rearing its head among met in tbe city courtroom Monday sixty-six years of age and a bron- mercial importance in
chial affection caused her death. states.
Dr.
N.S. West, and Jr 0. Cook are
the massive palaces of that wonder- afternoon at half past one o'clock.
She was a member of the Baptist
hot on the trail of Bob White in the
ful "White City," and turned away The attendance wept not so large as church and three children survive
Pond river country.
with no regret for the aid tney have usual, mainly on aecount of the un- her. Interment will take place in
A partial list of those who are
extended the association, knowing favorable weather, though most sec- the family burying ground.
fall well that the old state is at last tions of the county were represented.
The first game of basket ball of spending the day only follows: E. M.
to take rank where she rightly be- 'here Were reports of cases by sever.
the season in this region was played Moss, Walter Shaw, W. C. Dority,
longs in the procession of states be- al physiciaps and 4free and faill Inin Springfield Saturday between a N. C. Drake, H. W.Tibbs, T. E. Elterchauge of view
team representing the High school gin, Herbert Cox, Vitas Gates, Will
fore the whole world next year.
A most excel•
and Y. M.C.. A. of that city, and Stowe, E. W. Jackson, Jim Moore.
The Kentucky buildiagls;rapidly lent paper was redd, and &spirited
•
nearing oompletion. Two payments and instructive diiitnesion followed, Are Brought-Against United South Kentucky collfge. The re- John Roberts, Geo. C. Long, Clifton
sult was a victory for S. K. C. by a Long, W. A. Wilgus, Hunter Wood,
of $5,000 each have already been lasting until nearly four o'clock.
States Senator.
Jr., Dr. Richard Perry,Chas. Stowe,
score of 36 to 3.
made orilt, and the third' of $7,000 Business matters of importance were
(Special to New Era.)
Emil Buick rogge.
plans started for a
will be n ade within the next ten discussed an
OMAHA, Neb.., Nov. 17.—The
Mrs. D. W.ChiltOn, of Pembroke,
days. No one has seen the structure strictly' business meeting the third United States grand jury
at Omaha is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
without taking off his het to the en- Monday in December at 1:30 p. m.
You Know What You Are
has returneil true bills against Uni- A'. M. Wallis, this week.
Thisarociety
has
a
terprise of the citizens who have conmembership of ted States Senator Charles H. DietTaking
fifty, and is likely to be well up in
tributed to its erection. .
When you take Grove's. Tasteless
rich and Postmaster Jacob Fisher, of
Chill Tonic beeauee the formula is
And this building is to be only a the front &mon;.thie county societies Hastings, Neb., chargiog them NS ith
plainly printed on every bottle showsmall part of the big advertisement of the state in poir4 of numbers and bribery and copspiracy. The senator
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinto be given the state at Ile great useful, practical work. All physi- is charged with accePting a bribe
Will Be Played at Park Sat- ine in a tasteless form. No Cure. No
fair. The different exhrbit øommlt- cians of the county "who do not from Fisher, in
Pay. 60c.
consideration of
urday.
tees have been working constantly practice sectarian medicine" are- which the latter was recommended
to make theirdenartments successes. cordially invited to membership. for the postmastership at Hastings.
The first football game of the seaIt may be announced now without No progressive physician can afford
son will be played at Athletic park
fear of successful contradiction that to neglect the society or its regular
A Birth. .
Saturday afternoon, commencing at
Successor to Layne & Moseley.
Kentucky's display of minerals,agri- meetings.
Cumberland
the
between
o'clock,
3
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Bookculture, horticulture, forestry, eduAcademy team, of Cumberland City.
of this city, Nov. 14th, a girl.
er,
cation, tobacco, etc., will equal any
McCaughey-Adams.
Tenn., and a picked team from S. K.
made at the exposition.
C. and this city. The local team has
When it is considered that there
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
ben practicing steadily and expect
are no paid commissioners connected
Mr. Robert H. McGaughey, Jr., of
to defeat the visitors though they
with the exhibit association—every Newstead, and Miss Rosa Lee
come with a highly creditable recman giving of his time and money Adams, of Church . Hill, were mar(Special to New Era,)
ord. An admission of 25i.; will be
to carry the work forward—all the ried at the bride's home this after
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 17.— charged.
`commendation bestowed upon the noon. The wedding was a very quiet
The executive committee of the U.
-./association is richly deserved. No affair, only the qnmediate friends
C. V. will convene here Wednesday
Crouse-Owen.
be people from all and relatives being present. The
wonder tipto settle on the time and place of the
ci unties are so anxious to see what groom is a prominent and popular
Mr. W. B. Crouse and Miss Ermine
next reunion. Baltimore and New
has been so well begun carried to a young man of South Christian. The
Orleans are bidding for the reunion, Owen, daughter of Mr. Peter M.
bride is the daughter of Mr. J. M.
eiaW
glorious success.
;at,ld
ityedding
Funeri;z,
, Party
k apc
Owen, were married at the home of 1
Work
Adams,al.d is a reigning belle. The but it is given out today that NashSunday evening. Dr. C.
Tel. 32.
Cr 7th dr Vir. Ste.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Fuller ceremony was primounced by theiville will probably be the place the bride
Hopliinsvillog
- li,e.
Rev. W. F. Caahnaan.
where the next reunion will be held. H. Nash officiated.
yesterday a son.
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Planters Hardware Co,

H.H.Golay

NASHVILLE WILL
LIKELY GET REUNION

LIVERY & FEED STABLE.

Thrice-a-Week Edition.

Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. lt gives irstant elief and never
fails to cure It Cana you tc eat all
the food you want. Th.,most b.Insitive
,se many
stomachs can take it. By its'
thousands of dyspeptics haNe been
cured after everything kse failed. It
prevents format ichn of gas on the stomach, relieving all distressafter eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.

It can't help
but do you good
Prepared only by P. C. DzWirr & Co.. Ctiloagnt
The r. bottle coytains Z% timesthe bk.law

Sold by R. C Hardwick

1

AmencanBeauty
and P. C. Corsets
t

READ WHEREVER THE ENGLISH LA NGUALik: Is
SPOKEN.
This Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established itself in public favor and
it is now recognised as the strongest
publication of its kind in the United
States. Advertisers and publishers
seeking clubbing combinat ions—and
they know best—universally testify
to this. It is widelx circulated in
every state and territory of the union, and even in remote South Africa
and on the gold fields in the deserts
of Australia. These are the things
that
t&1.Next year we have the presidential
campaign, in which all Americans
are deeply interested. Already the
issues are being discussed and the
two great parties are preparing for
the first moves. You will not want to
miss any details and if you subscribe
few your year's .subscription will
cover the campaign from begiirnitig
to end.
The Thrice-a-Week World is sbsolutely fair in its political news. Partisan bias is never allowed to affect
Its news columns,and Democrat and
Republican alike Alan obtain in los
pages truthful accounts of all the
great political contests.
ID addition to all the news, tie
Thrice-a-Week World furnishes the
best serial fiction, elaborate market
inarketreports and other feat urea of
tPrest.
The Thrice-a-Week WorlrYs regular subscription price is only $1.0s per
year and this pays for 156 papers. We
offer this unequalled nre.vspaper and
the Vk eekly Kelitticky Nevi f.ra together one year for $1.50.
The regular sub crietion price of
the two papers is

Exc

lusive
designs and
latest fashionable models.
Over 90 new
and up-to date
styles to select
from. Made
from selected
wear-w ell
fabrics and
every pair
has our liberal guarantee.
Ask to see
them.

Kalamazoo Corset Co.
Exclusive Makers

Preis:Wily obtain

U. B. and k ore]go

PATENTS'
m •e ,sketch or photo of inventicn for
Be
tree report on ytentabilitv. Fcr free book,

How to Secure
Pstentssnd

RADE-NAR S -A .0rite

J ii Anderson &Co

cAsNow@,8,.

DOUGLAS BELL,

OPPOSITE U.S PATENT OFIFICE
WASHINGTON. P.C.

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
,
Sold cirtri recommended 13,
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ttorney at-Law

For biliousness, headache, dropsy,
Office in City Hall.
s Liver and Blood
take Dr. Tbacher.
HOPRINSVILLE. - KENTUCKI Syrup.
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HOPKINSVILLE'S BARGAIN DRY GOODS STORE!
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lowsloileesnalnionimer

Our splendid stock offers a multitude of reasons why
this store is best for your trading.
Satisfying in quality,satisfying in prices and satisfying in treatment,with attractive premiums, makes your
buying a source of pleasure and distinctive advantage.

wittcx

Many Great Special Offers For Saturday and Monday.
0NE liEws
STORIES DENIED. RHEA VERY ILL DATE 15 NEAR
MONTH 'REVIEWED
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troduoing a competing telephone sys-I
!plaint of its being light in weight. TELEpli
tern are beginning to realize tbe foil
of their course. The opinion revad
'The yield was fair.
s ed some years ago that two telephone
I
and
badly
rain
Pastures needed
companies would reduce the price
WASHINGTON, Nov. 18 —Conand give better telephone service, but
water for stock had become very i
from Hon. Warner Moore, of it has been learned by experience
gressman John S. Rhea, of the Third
Letter
scarce. Stock, however, was gener-! Richmond, Va., formerly president of that it not only doubles the expense
district, is seriously ill her., and will
CARD IN THE
hi fairly good condition. It is: the Richmond Telephone Co.. of that to the people, but is an awful nui- DR.
ally
CROPS
TO
REGARD
WITH
be taken to an, infirmary one day 0111CINALLY SET FOR THE
sance. In some cities these duplicate
feered that there *ill be a considerCOURIER
-JOURNAL.
companies secured franchises under
this week to undergo an operation
HANOINC OF POWERS.
AND CLIMATE.
.Thos. L. Moore. name of co-operative companies,when
abie shortage Of forage for the win- "Warner Moore.
for appendicitis. This is the third
a number of people organized and seSHOCKOE MILLS,
t.lring of stock.
attack of the trouble he has suffered
cured privileges under certain repreWARNER MOORE &
other
and
potatoes
and
physicians in Kentucky and in His
encour
aged
in
sentations. They were
Turnips, lat.
Memphis Pa poesStatement
Manufacturers of
Attorneys,However,Wit
their
effortsaed
the
public
le
today
Report
Weather Bureau's
fall crops were generally poor.
Meal,
Corn
Bolted
Fine
paying the price of its folly with an
Untrue.—Expects to AnsHave Until Dec.8 to
unsatisfactory double system, no one
Covering Kentucky ConThe yield of winter apples, 8,8
(Water Ground).
, being equipped telephonically' withwer Indletment.
Pile Appeal.
Dealers in
whole, was poor, but some very good
ditions In October.
out paying for both systems. those
Lime,Cement.Calcined Plaster,Laths, not having two being at the disad-1
crops were made.
Plasterer's Hair, Excelsior, Fire
vantage of not being able.to talk to.
those
who are on the other line."—
Etc.
Sewer
Pipe,
Bricks,
Dayton
News(0.), March 6, 1903.
Rev. Dr. George Waverly Briggs,
climate
(Special to New Era.)
The report for October on
Today's quotations'subject to change
The Automatic Telephone Manu- in a card of over a
the
by
column
issued
In
Kentucky,
the
without notice.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 19-The
and crops; in
facturing Co., operates its largest exCourier
-Journal
agritoday,
of
department
denounces
States
Dictated.
, time fixtel for the execution of Caleb
United
change in Dayton.
dlt
the publication about him, which
Richmond, Va.,eb. 5th, 1908
Powers is November 26, but as an
culture from the Louisville weather
Southern
J.
Hall,
Pres.
"Mr.
Edward
was
first printed in the Memphis
appeal hat; been taken there will be.%)
bureau, says:
TENBell Tel.& Tel. Co., New York City.
OF
COMPLETION
WHO
CANNOT
BE
CURED.
News
ON
last
week, saying he will hold
stay of the execution.
Very pleasant weather prevailed
Dear Sir:
over
a
by
third
up
of
a
mixture
!tacked
CENTRAL.
the
LouisMemphis
NESSEE
Laura Talbot Galt, the
News responsible.
The attorneys representing Power,
duriog the greater part of tbe month.
of remarkable had uniform cures, a record
"Below I give you a statement Miss
such
as
no
other
remedy
for
the
diseases
He
immortalised'
school
girl
reviews
who
,ill
his
history as a minisare undecided whether or not to file
The temperature averaged about
briefly ontlining the conditions of the
and weaknesses peculiar to women ever
•ter
in
the
recently,
in
"March'
until
refusing
to
sing,
business,
by
Alabama,
telephone
herself
attained,
the
proprietors
and
makers
at
Texas, Louis.
the plea for a new trial before or afnormal. The first week was quite
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription now feel
Richmond:
of
the
City
ville
and
been
Through
Georgia,"
has
Memphis
ing
Be
temperatures;
ocWill
conferences, say- fully warranted in offering to pay $500
ter Novetstber 26, the day Set by
warm; the highest
First Reviler Train
"About the middle of the year 1896, elected sponsor for life by the Ala-1 ing he was honorably
legal money of the United States for any
coolest
The
3r1.
generally
transferred
curred
case of Lencprrhea, Female Weakness, Judge Robbins fur the execution of
Run On Novemthe Richmond Telephone Company
barns division of Confederate voter- every time and given betr
better ehurch- Prolapaus, or Falling of Womb, which they the convicted man. The bill of experiod w118 from the 114th to the 28th.i
got their plant to working on the incannot cure. All they ask is a fair and
ber 28.
reasonable trial of their mean* of cure.
ception in the case was filed on OcThe first general killing frosts for ;
dependent line; they thought from ans. She has been attending the re-lee.
was a great sufferer for six years and doe.
•I
He
retired to lecture, he sa”, be- Sired all the time with a number of physicians tober 8, and the law provides that
representations made to:them of the union of the Georgia Confederate
the season occurred on the 18th and
not receive any benefit," writes Mrs.
was
money
there
Immense
amount
of
cause
suggest
I
he needed more income. He but did Sogden,
veterans. It is proposed to
19th.
64i Sonde Street. Saginaw subsequent papers.of appeal shall be
Arrangements are being made for in the telephone service at rates of
'
fSeclrg,Michigan. "I had riven up all hope of
reviews
reunion
in
the
name
to
next
detail
about
the cutting at Pa- ever getting better. Thought I would write to filed with the court of appeals within
Miss Gaits
The precipitation averaged
you. When I received your letter telling me
a eelebration in Clarksville next $24.00 per year for residence, and
to
mieR
(Werth
in
which
a
successor
be
occurred
as
V.
it
the
U.
C.
of
figured and for whet to do I commenced to take your'Favorite , two mouths following the day on
normal, but nearly all of
for
teleyear
business
per
j3ff.0)
complePrescription'and follow your advice. I have
week on the occasion of the
also five vials of tbe which the bill of exception is filed.
during the first reek, and drough
run for afew years Winnie Davis as daughter of the which he was indicted by the Mc- taken ten bottles in all,now
phones,
they
could
railregular, after hav'Pleasant Pellets.' Am
of the Tennessee Central
tion
the
Cracken county grand jury.
conditions were general during
and retire with ample means for the Confederacy.
ing missed two years and suffl-red with pain is Under the law he will thus have unthe bead and back. I was so nervous, could not
road to that city. The date at pros- balance of their time to come. They
No charge was preferred against eat
or sleep. Now I mu thank you tbs my til December 8 for filing his appeal..
latter part of the month.
;
recovery."
according to the started and found out that the statehim at Fulton and he was not sumThe Revivals.
The attorneys are wrestling with
The mean temperature for the enk mention"'
Don't hesitate to write to Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Auterican, for this eele- ments made, and the figures presentNaehville
physician
to
the
consulting
Invalids'
chief
moned
to the Memphis conference
month (deduced from the records of
I the proposition as to whether or not
Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo,
Satnrday, Nov. 28, it be- ed, were absolutely incorrect.
bration
is
and
deep
incongregations
Good
now
in
session
there, but was simply N.V.,if you want good mgdical advice from I the filing of the bill of exception and
forty-six stations) was 67.7 degrees;
"They have run their plant now
a fully qualified physiciai as to your pergathered horn this that the road
ing
mark
the
p:ogress
of
the
reterest
located
at
normal
his
from
own
the mean departure
request, and his sonal good health. Such letters are always the announced intention to take an
for six years. When they started they
was— will be offielaily declared completed put in the most modern switchboard vival meeting at the Cumberland character was passed.
free of charge and confidentially.
He says he answered
(from records of 23 stations)
which has outsold all others 'appeal is sufficient to stay the execumedicine
A
that tune,although and equipment that could be obtain- Presbyterian church.
Clarksville;
by
Mr.
to
Rev.
expects to stand trial in January for ix women in the past third at a tion. The attorneys are inclined to
94. The highest monthly mean was
century and being recommended by all
trifle earlier.
ed at that time. Owing to latter im- Crawford's earinons are growing in the cutting of
reality
a
finished
in
T. J. Garr, with which those who have used it, is a good remedy believe, however, that the execution
61.2 degrees, at Paducah; and the
to tie to. Dr. Pierce's Favorite PrescripThe matter is being arranged by provements the central energy system power. A apecial meeting for chil- he is charged.
lowest was 64.4 degrees, at Greenstion is purely vegetable and does not con- can be stayed pending the appeal. If
adopted
has
been
by
all
the
modern
Clarksville. H. C.
citizens
of
bisieg
held
this
afternoon.
the
dren
is
The Memphis News said he was to tain a particle of alcohol to destroy the they should decide the contrary,
burg. The highest temperature reexchanges, and last fall they were
blood corpuscles and weaken the system.
at Vice compelled to throw out
called
place,
that
at
Highland
Merritt,
of
Tee
revival
meeting
be tried agaiu by the Memphis eon- Do not permit the dealer to insult your however, this appeal papers will be
their old
ported was 96 degrees, at Beaverintelligence by suggesting some other comPresident Chapman's office on Tues- switchboard and every 'phone they chapel will continue through the !licence because he
dam on the 3rd; and the lowest was
had been indicted pound which he recommends ttme
sll' est as prepared in time for the appellate
good," because be makes it hi
day and announced that arrange- had, to keep abreast of the times. week.
at
Paducah.
the
28th.
on
degrees,
at
Loretto
19
court to order the stay of execution.
fur his cele- This involved the necessity of chargmade
being
ments
were
•
The average precipitation for the
ing off their entire first equipment in
Washington have advised him to
The great American trouble is inbration, arid reeked that preparations
-state (from records of 60 stations)
a period of six years. Very few tele- digestion, largely a result of the
Miss Mattie May Millikin, of Lou- ubmit to an operation and he has To Cure•Cold In One Day.
certain phone companies
transporting
for
made
be
realize this when great American habit of burry.
was 2,22 Luellen; the mean departure
isville, after • visit to her grand- finally given his consent.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine TabOcOltilivIl. To they are figuring on their cost of ren;or
the
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guests
Mr. Rhea is not eonfined to his bed
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are
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for
Franklin,
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tions) was 0 22. The greatest total
fails to cure. E. W.Grove's sigthe sessions of the house since con- If it
"The figures represented by the tion.
visit relatives.
agreed.
nature Is on each box. 216e.
for the month was 4 65 inches, at Aloutsiders are very flattering, but
gress convened.
The stomach is given more than
pha and the least was 0.95 inch, at
when they come down to the practi- its share of work and is weakened.
FIRST TRAtIN TO CLARKSVILLE.
cal running of the telephone ex- rho first thing to do in correcting
Cadiz. The greatest 24-hour rainCLARKSV4LE,Tenn., Nov. 19. change, they do not figure out as the trouble is to stop fast eating. The
fall was 2.00 inches, at Alpha on the
—It has beenidecided to run the first shown when they solicit your sub- next thing is to take a good digest2
.
regular train into Clarksville over scription to go into these schemes. ive tonic to strengthen the digestion
The average number of days with
the Tennessee Central on Nov. 28 They nearly all overlook the fact that and enrich the impoverishod blood.
.01 of an inch or more precipitation
in every five or MX years the entire Such a tonic is Walther's Peptonized
and preparations will be made for a
equipment has to be renewed or Port, a simple combination of pure
was 6.
big celebration here on that day.
changed.
pepsin and good port wino, to be had
average
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The
"Anyone going into the business at Anderson & Fowler and J, 0.
was 19, partly cloudy 6 and cloudy 8. CLARKSVILLE,Tenn., Nov. 19
had better consider these points care- Cook's, Hopkinsville, Ky.
The first part of the month was —A eommunication from the head fully before they risk any money on
Small size 60 cents, large size $1.
warm and showery and the delayed quarters of the Tennessee Central a scheme of this kind.
Yours very truly,
plowing and sowing progressed rap- railroad at Nashville to Hon. H. C.
(Signed)
WARNER MOORE."
idly. The acreage sown to wheat is Merritt, of this city, who is chairThe Richmond Telephone Compamuch less than usual however, es man of the loCal committee of arny has gone out of business. It
The fact that _some prominent perthe drouth of August and Septem- rangements for the coming celebrahad a capital stock of $300,000, which eon has signed an agreement is no
ber hindered the preparation of the tion of the completion to this city of never received any dividends and a reason why you should do likewise.
soil. The,. rest of the month was dry said railroad,iindicates that the first bonded indebtedness of $150,000 upon Contracts may contain adroitly
worded clauses whinh later on prove
and, during much of the time, quite train will be run into Clarksville which no interest was ever paid.
burdensome
and expensive. A ztran
eool. The germination and growth from Nashville by the end of the
once signed a petition presented by
The Federal Telephone Co., which
of wheat and oats were retarded by present weekl Mr. Merritt has been
controls
the Cuyhago, United States friends requesting that he be hung.
the drouth.
called to Nashville to confer with
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all.
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losses caused thereby.
favorable conditions.
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Tobaeco was saved in very good Foley's Honey and Tar and not being stock sold down to 1 1-8 on the local
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condition, but there is some corn- satisfied.
outside market Wednesday. This is A. H. Hampton, Ext'r
against
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the lcrwest level ever touched by the
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and
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stock, which in the spring of 1901 was
virtue of a judgement and order
eagerly bought up by the local invest- ofBy
sate of the Chi istian Circuit court,
ors and speculators at around 49. It rendered at the September term
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thereof, 1903, in the above cause 1
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proceed to offer for sale at the
1901, when a lot sold itt 41. At the
house door
court
Hopkinsville,
time of the Everett-Moore difficulty, Ky., to the highest in
bidder, at Public
the stock broke all local records in Auction, on Monday the 7th day of
the way of swift declines, but the low- December, 19 8, at 11 o'clock a.
est level it reached on the exchange thereabout,(being county court day)
upon a credit of six months, the fol1,111.8 11-2. Federal Telephone is not
lowing described property, towit:
traded in at the present time on the
A certain tract or parcel of land,
exchange, but reports on the outside situated near Herndon, Christian
market shows a decided weakness in county, Ky., and bounded as follows:
Beginning at an iron wood on the
the stock during the past few days. south side of the river,
a few yards
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Tuesday a sale was reported at 1 I-4, below the bend;
thence
S.
to
and Wednesday morning 400 shores a stake; thence W.82 poles28topoles
a
walPhysical Treatment
came out at 1 l-8."--Cleveland World nut in Foard's line; thence
8. 102
(0.,) April 22, 1903.
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two
black
Jacks,
Coleman's
by11aiosage.,
The promoters sold it at 40.
col ners; thence E.820 poles to stake,
another
of Coleman's corners; thence
The
public
bought
it
at
40.
The Greatest Treatment of the
N.206 poles to a hickory and black
The public sold it at?
20th Century.
oak; thence 'W. 152 poles to a stake
on the north bank of the river;thence
Prof. Golden thoroughly understelds his profession. He gradThe name of Jas. B. Hoge, who S. 24 W. 12 poles to a cedar on the
uated in Germany 15 ye.tr-4ag.), In 1433. Take advantage of this opwe understand is "promoting" the west bank of river; thence S. 20 W.
proposed new telephone system here, 72 poles to the beginning, and conportunity all who wish to learn it, women or men.
closely allied with the Reserve Con- taining 254 and 1,4 acres, more or lees,
is
this
great
ticience
to
any
who
prepared
to
teach
Golden
is
Prof.
struction
Co., Cuyahoga and other or sufficient thereof to produce the
TREATMENT.
All
the
physicians
wish to learn THE MASSAGE
companies controlled by the Federal sums of money ordered to be made,
will tell you it is the greatest treatment of this age where any one
Telephone Company, and if Mr. Hoge amounting to $2,951.12. For the pur/ to treat It in all its branchunderstaede this great to-lence and his,
and his associates made a failure in chase price the purchaser must exees. Prof. Golden is no M. D. but he does understand this physical
Ohio, where the field is practi- cute bond with approved surety or
treatment.
cally unlimited, what are we to expect securities, bearing legal interest
.5r
This is just what you are looking for, something to make you
of him here?
from the day of sale until paid, and
and
be
convinced.
him
and
see
happy.
Go
strong, well and
having the force and effect of a re.
The Dayton (Ohio) News says of plevin bond. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
telephone competition:
Frank Rives,
"The cities that attempted to se terms.
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BEWARE OF CONTRACTS

Commissioner's
Sale.
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Prof.
Samuel
GOLDE

To the many friends who are
waiting for 'The Big Anderson Shoe'
we are glad to announce they are
here. They come as they always
were----the biggest value initshoe
leather a man ever bought. They
come in extra heavy Oak KiristOckwmade with heavy double sole---for
men's rough wear only-A-price $1.50.

S.

J. H.
ANDERSON
& CO.

Up Stairs, R. E. Cooper B'1'dg., Main St.
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